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Introduction

This research addresses the examination and analysis of the original interior finishes of

four rooms of the Corbit-Sharp House (1774) located in Odessa, Delaware. Interpretation

of the findings will help to define the eighteenth-century treatments as they relate to

the functions and significance of the rooms and the deliberate choices made by builder

William Corbit (1746-1818) regarding the decor of his country mansion. Although this

study is site-specific, the findings should provide additional knowledge of interior paint

practices of eighteenth-century architecture in the mid-Atlantic region. Secondarily, this

analysis provides the opportunity for paint evidence to distinguish between original and

added elements and to help determine when alterations took place.

A finishes study of the Corbit-Sharp House is warranted due to the building's

architectural and historical significance. The two previous paint analyses of the Corbit-

Sharp House were performed circa 1940- 1950s and in the late 1970s; advances in paint

analysis methodologies since then take advantage of higher-powered microscopes,

fluorescent microscopy, and biological stains to more accurately evaluate paint

stratigraphies in cross-section. Current microscopic and chemical analysis techniques

allow identification of the composition of original paint sequences - including the

pigments, binders, additives, glazes, and varnishes of these layers.

The finishes study wall be limited to four rooms of the house: the parlor; the first-floor,

northwest chamber; the drawing room; and the second-floor, southeast chamber The

choice of these rooms will allow comparison of two public and two private rooms within

the house; the parlor and the drawing room being public spaces and the other two rooms

thought to be private chambers.
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For the parlor, in addition to understanding the original paint color of the woodwork,

it is of interest to determine whether the white plastered walls were originally papered.

Recent research into Georgian house interiors suggests there are distinct relationships

between the paint colors applied to woodwork and the treatment of plaster walls. Pale

paint colors on simply carved woodwork were most frequently combined with wallpaper

during the second half of the eighteenth century. Conversely, rooms with strong and

vivid paint colors on the trim were often not accompanied with wallpaper. Sampling of

both the wood trim and areas of original plaster in this room will help to appropriately

interpret its original decorations. The findings will also address an important question

regarding eighteenth-century home interiors: to understand how residents chose to

demonstrate their wealth - whether through the display of textiles, valuable furnishings,

wallpaper, or the application of expensive paints.

The 1818 inventory of the house clearly shows that the room behind the parlor was

used as a bed chamber. However, the room use may have differed from its original

function four decades prior, when the house was first constructed. Comparison of the

original finishes in the first-floor chamber and second-floor, southeast chamber (with

direct access to the drawing room) may determine a hierarchy between the two spaces.

The significance distinction of the two spaces may be reflected in the choice of finishes,

decorative form of the woodwork, and furnishings within.

The fourth, and most important, room to be analyzed is the second-floor drawing room.

This large room is the most elaborate in the house: its woodwork includes fluted pilasters

which support an entablature and modillioned cornice extending around the room; an

overmantel frame surmounted by a broken pediment; and a fret-carved base molding

and surbase applied to the wainscoting. Establishment of the original paint colors of this





highly decorated space is essential to its interpretation.

A wide range of analytical techniques was used to obtain information about the original

finishes: cross-section microscopy with reflected visible and ultraviolet light combined

with the use of fluorescent stains; polarized light microscopy (PLM); Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy; gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS);

scanning electron microscopy-energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS); and color

matching with a colorimeter. The results of these analytical methods form an almost

complete picture of the original appearances of the four rooms and the materials used to

create the painted decorations while the choice of the decorative architectural finishes are

informative of William Corbit's personal aesthetic and represent decisions with social and

cultural foundations.





Chapter 1

Historical Context

The Corbit-Sharp House (1774) is a valuable example of American-Georgian

architecture, recognized for its "fine woodwork and related in form and plan to important

Philadelphia houses of the period". The Corbit-Sharp House is also significant in the

history of Delaware as it reflects the prosperity of the commercial town that grew up

around the junction of the Appoquinimink Creek and the King's Highway. Furthermore,

the house stands as a testament to its commissioner, William Corbit (1746-1818).'

William Corbit was bom in Chester County, Pennsylvania but spent his formative years

in the rural town of Cantwell's Bridge, situated along the banks of the Appoquinimink

Creek in Delaware. His Quaker ancestors migrated from England to the Delaware region

in the 1670s and obtained significant land holdings in this area. William's father was an

enterprising wheat farmer in Cantwell's Bridge, but as the youngest of three boys William

had to forego inheritance of the family farms and business. Instead, William pursued

training in a craft; accordingly, in 1765, at the age of nineteen, he went to Philadelphia to

learn the tanning trade under the direction of his cousin.

After a two year apprenticeship in Philadelphia, William returned to Cantwell's Bridge

and started his own tannery on the banks of the Appoquinimink Creek.- This part of

New Castle County was economically and socially connected with Philadelphia by

means of the Appoquinimink Creek and the Delaware River. Cantwell's Bridge was

John A.H. Sweeney, Grandeur on the Appoquinimink: The House of William Corbit at Odessa, Delaware

(London: Associated University Press, 1989). vs..

It is possible that Coibit "had some training in a trade before he went to Philadelphia, for the length

of time he spent there was considerably less than the normal apprenticeship of seven years. " John A.H.

Sweeney. Grandeur on the .Appoquinimink: The House of William Corbit at Odessa, Delaware (London:

Associated University Press, 1989), 17.





an advantageous location for the tannery, situated between the cattle-rich Delaware

countryside and the expanding Philadelphia metropolis. In addition, Corbit had an

advantage over Philadelphia tanners because of Delaware's abundance of Spanish-oak

bark - an essential ingredient in the tanning process from the tree native to southern New

Castie County.

Consequently, the tannery became a remarkably prosperous operation and produced

financial success for Corbit. By the early 1770s William was able to fund the

construction of a new house as a monument to his business accomplishments and rising

social status. However, he was by no means a "country aristocraf ; his wealth was

dependent on the success of his business, not the quiet existence of an inherited estate.^

Corbit chose to build his house near the site of his tannery to be close to his business.

The house also served a practical function in connection with the tannery as Corbit's

business relations would often require lodging with trips to the town.*

In the immediate decades prior to the American Revolution, a transformation in

American residential architecture placed emphasis on luxury and style which came to

have significant social implications.' Therefore, Corbit faced decisions regarding the

design and level of sophistication of his house. His experience in Philadelphia made

him aware of elegant, urbane Georgian architecture, and thus he strived to simulate

the sophistication of a town house in his mansion in a small, rural town. The designer

of Corbit's house is unknown yet the evidence indicates that he was keenly aware of

architectural design books from England, specifically Abraham Swan's Designs in

' James E. McWilliams. "The Corbit House in Odessa. Delaware." Earlv American Life (December 2002),

39.

* Corbit-Sharp House Interpretation: Room by Room Themes. June 17, 1994.

^ James E. McWilliams, "The Corbit House in Odessa. Delaware," Earlv American Life (December 2002).

39.





Architecture (London, 1757). The builder of the house was Robert May and Company

though it is uncertain who Robert May was - whether he was a carpenter, architect, or

builder. His presence in New Castle County, Delaware during the second half of the

eighteenth century is well established and therefore makes it possible to describe the

Corbit house as a native production rather than a British importation.''

Work on the house began in the spring or early summer of 1 772. Corbit paid close

attention to his expenditures which he meticulously documented in a building account.^

Initially his spending was financially cautious, focusing on the essentials rather than

luxuries. But in February 1773, during the construction of the house, William Corbit

married Mary Pennell, the daughter of a Wilmington merchant.^ The £700 dowry of

Mary Pennell undoubtedly contributed to financing the construction of Corbit's house.

After his marriage, work proceeded more rapidly and with added emphasis on elegance.

On August 10, 1774, Robert May and Company presented the final bill of carpentry work

to William Corbit. The majestic house stands at two and a half stories with a five-bay

fatade. The front elevation is of red brick laid in Flemish bond with molded water table,

and granite belt course and window lintels. The pedimented doorway, with an eight-

paneled door and arched, Gothic-style transom, is flanked by two Tuscan pilasters. White

paneled shutters frame the windows of the lower story, while those of the second story

have louvered blinds. A bold cornice wath carved mutule blocks and decorated soffit

accents the fa9ade and the two dormer windows have tops with pointed Gothic lights and

' John A.H. Sweeney, Grandeur on the Appoquinimink: The House of William Corbit at Odessa. Delaware

(London: Associated University Press. 1989). 69.

' See Appendix A "William Coibit's Building Accounts" from Grandeur on the Appoquinimink: The House

of William Corbit at Odessa, Delaware: transcript of the manuscript in the Historical Society of

Delaware. Cort)it-Higgins-Spruance Papers.

" Maiy Pennell was William Coibits second wife. His first wife was Elizabeth Empson whom he married

shortly after his return to Cantwell's Bridge. Ehzabeth Empson died circa 1770; the couple did not ha\e

children. Ibid. 20. 125.





decorative consoles. The hip roof is surmounted by a "Chineas Lattis" balustrade set

between two massive chimney stacks (Figure A-1 ).

The interior plan consists of a center hall with four rooms on the ground floor On one

side is the parlor and a chamber; on the other, the dining room and, up a short flight of

stairs, Corbit's office. Originally, cooking was done in the basement beneath the office;

in 1790, a kitchen wing was added on the south side of the house with direct access to the

dining room. On the second floor are three chambers, and across the front of the house

is a drawing room formed by including the width of the hallway and the area allotted

for the northeast room (Figures B-1 and B-2). William Corbit built a beautiful house of

the best materials and in the latest style. The character of the house was in keeping with

eighteenth-century Quaker virtues of simplicity and "elegant neatness."' During his

lifetime, Corbit became a successfiil businessman, acquired significant wealth, and was a

leader in the community.

After Mary Pennell's death in 1 783, William Corbit married two more times. With his

marriages he had thirteen children, eight ofwhom lived to adulthood. His fourth and

last wife, Mary Cowgill (1761-1845), survived her husband by twenty-seven years,

living in the mansion until her death. Daniel Corbit, the son of William Corbit and

Mary Cowgill Corbit, was the next in line to inherit the house. At the time of Daniel's

death in 1877, the house was passed to his son, Daniel Wheeler Corbit. Daniel Wheeler

Corbit made certain changes to the house to suit the changing tastes of the late nineteenth

century. With the death of Daniel Wheeler Corbit in 1922, the male line of the family

ended. From 1922 to 1938 the house was a tenant property rented to a local farmer(s).

In 1938 the house was sold to Delaware philanthropist H. Rodney Sharp. Under Sharp's

John A. H. Sweeney, Grandeur on the Appoquinimink: The House ofWiUiam Corbit at Odessa, DelaM'are

(London: Associated University Press. 1989). 70.





direction, from 1938 to 1942, H.L. Lindsey, a local contractor, meticulously restored the

house to its eighteenth-century appearance. Lindsey wrote a comprehensive account

which justified each restoration act as his work was easily guided by the original 1 774

carpenter's bill of Robert May and Company.'" In 1958, H. Rodney Sharp donated the

property to Winterthur Museum.

In the years preceding the American Revolution, William Corbit succeeded in building

the most distinguished house in rural Delaware. The documents that survive regarding

the construction of the house - Corbit's own building account and the carpenter's bill

- reveal a great deal about both Corbit the man and the era in which he lived. The work

of this paint analysis will reveal additional information regarding the deliberate choices

made by William Corbit regarding the original interior finish treatments of his mansion as

well as provide usefiil information on fiarther interpretation.

' Maitv Hackett. H.L. Lindsey s Final Restoration of the William Corbit Mansion" (May 1997).





Chapter 2

Eighteenth-Century Architectural Paints: Materials and Application

William Corbit's detailed account books provide important information about materials

purchased, the amount of time required for certain tasks, the relative importance of

specific building activities (based on costs), and some limited information about the

craftspeople employed by Corbit. The building account mentions few workmen by name,

yet the document does indicate that Joseph Stride did the painting. The first entry in

Corbit's account pertaining to paint materials dates to May 12, 1773 and states;

To 120 Qts of White lead at Q'^" 8 gallons oyl

y4 hundred Whiting & other paints as p' Bill £8 14s 4d

The following entries, dated June 10 and June 30, 1773, list:

To Lead Whiting &c As p^ Bill £2 Os Od

To Cash paid [...] glasing& painting £10 3s Od

The dates of these entries, during the first stages of construcfion, and the materials listed

suggest the exterior trim, painted as it was completed, was originally white Entries in

1774 Hst:

To Oyl & Whitelead & paints p' Stride £13 9s Od

To part of [...] nsidep' Stride £ 6 Os 6d

The total cost for painting the house, including materials and Stride's labor and board,

amounted to more than £45 and indicates that the painted walls would have been a

luxury in colonial times." In order to properly characterize the composition of the first-

generafion paints of the Corbit House, it is important to have knowledge of the available

paint materials and the techniques practiced in the eighteenth century.

" John A. H. Sweeney. Grandeur on the Appoquinimink: The House of William Corbit at Odessa,

Delaware (London: Associated University Press. 1989), 45.





At the beginning of the eighteenth century, skilled craftsmen from England were brought

to the colony to undertake the sophisticated painting projects of buildings. By the mid-

eighteenth century, however, the paint profession came to include artisans bom in the

colony who were trained in the preparation and application of oil paints. The colonial

painting tradition thus emerged directly from British practice, and throughout the century

most paint materials were imported from Britain.
^^

Three general finish mediums were employed in the painters' trade at the time of

construction of the Corbit House: water-based paints; oil-based-paints; and varnishes.

The most common finish for plaster walls and ceilings were distempers, made from a

combination of water-soaked whiting mixed with color and bound with animal skin

glue.'^ Film formafion of distemper paints occurs by solvent loss; the water evaporates

and the size (a weak solution of animal hide glue) consolidates the pigments to leave

behind a solid film. Although examples of water-based paints applied to wood substrates

do exist, such finishes were generally reserved for plasterwork. Distempers of this type

were considered relatively inexpensive and fragile coatings (due to their water solubility).

They were paints applied by masons or plasterers and were considered a temporary finish

that was usually washed off and renewed every few years. Distempers also acted as a

temporary decorative surface while the plaster fully cured, after which oil-based paints

could be applied, if cost allowed.

Another traditional water-based treatment for newly plastered walls was whitewash, used

for the same purposes as distempers paints. Whitewashes were applied not by painters

but rather by masons or plasterers with or without pigments added, and were applied to

'^ Susan Buck and Willie Graham. "Architectural Paints in the Chesapeake." manuscript m progress for

The Chesapeake House, ed. Carl R. Lounsbuiy. 17.

" Christopher Ohrstrom. 'Some Notes on Distempers. Calcimine and Casein Paints," Traditional Paint

News 1. No. 2 (October 1996): 24.
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plaster walls as a temporary finish before they had completely cured. The whitewash

remained exposed for about two years until the plaster set, after which the desired finish,

perhaps oil paint or wallpaper, was applied. Whitewash, also called limewash, differs

from distemper paints in that they do not contain a size medium. Instead, whitewash

forms a solid paint film through crystal formation and as such is inorganically bound

paints.'^ For the process of whitewashing, quicklime was hydrated by the mason or

plasterer upon mixing with water and applied to the walls in the form of hydrated lime

(also known as slaked lime). The slaked lime then undergoes carbonation upon exposure

to carbon dioxide in the air to form lime white.''

Where more durable and water repellent architectural coatings were needed, oil-based

paints were employed. Drying oils have the ability to form a solid, elastic film by

cross-polymerization. In this process, drying oils are oxidized when exposed to air; the

oxidation products then react and combine with one another to form a cross-linked, high

molecular weight polymer film. The most commonly used are vegetable drying oils

derived from seeds such as flax (linseed oil) and from nuts such as walnut. The use of

metallic compounds, known as 'driers', accelerate the rate of polymerization of oil films.

For example, in the eighteenth century, lead-, manganese- and cobalt-based compounds

were dispersed in oil and mixed with the paint; these materials often functioned as both

driers as well as pigment to impart color. Another way to produce a fast-drying oil

was to heat the raw oil with metal driers, in which case the product was called 'boiled

'^ Morgan W. Phillips. "A Survey of Paint Technology ." Paint in America: The Colors ofHistoric

Buildings. Roger W. Moss. ed. (New York; John Wiley & Sons. Inc.. 1994). 232. Tliis definition differs

from that given by another source in which whitewash and distemper were "employed to distinguish

paints containing size"; Ian Bristow Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 (New

Haven; Yale University Press. 1996). 111.

" The process is shown b\ the series of chemical reactions;

hydration; CaO (quicklime) + H,0 -> Ca(OH), (slaked lime)

carbonation; Ca(OH)j (slaked hme) + CO, -^ CaCO, (lime) + H,0

11





oil'. However, this process had the disadvantage for use in interior woodwork in that

it produced darker oils with the tendency to yellow over time. In general, oil paints

were composed by use of a white-pigmented base which was tinted with the necessary

pigments to the desired color. Lead white in linseed oil was the most common base

formulation which produced durable opaque finishes.

Varnishes are transparent finishes composed chiefly of tree and insect resins. They are

made by dissolving one or more natural resins - such as shellac, dammar and mastic - in

alcohol or turpentine. Hard resins such as copal are heated and then dissolved in linseed

oil for use as varnishes. Varnishes were used on architectural elements as a transparent,

glossy finish for unpainted woodwork, oil paints, and distempers; they also functioned as

a binder for opaque paints and as tinted, transparent lacquers.

Pigments are used in paints to impart color and hiding power; they are suspended as

discrete particles in the medium or vehicle in which they are used. Pigments are often

broadly classified as either organic or inorganic materials; they are obtained from a

wide variety of naturally occurring mineral, animal and vegetable sources and may

also be synthetically manufactured. While understood to be essential information for

the technical analysis of paints, the subject of pigments is a vast topic too great to be

adequately discussed for the present purposes. The reader is referred Ian Bristow's

Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 which provides a thorough

description of architectural pigments and colorants used in the eighteenth century in

England and Theodore Z. Penn's master's thesis "Decorative and Protective Finishes,

1 750-1 850: Materials, Process, and Craft" for reference to American painting practices.'^

Instead, this discussion will focus on eighteenth-century methods of preparation and

One may also consult the source Painting Materials: A Short Encyclopedia by Gettens and Stout to

understand the composition and properties of pigments.

12





application of interior architectural paints.

With regard to painting technique, surface preparation was just as important as the final

presentation layer The knotting process was intended to prevent resin present in the

knots of the timber from seeping through the paint film and thereby producing a stain.

Formulations for knotting, typically applied locally to the knots, varied but included

combinations of litharge, white lead and red lead in oil In contrast with the oil-based

formulae, aqueous preparations were used which contained a drier (the same as were used

for oil-based) bound in size.'^ In addition, some recipe books directed the application of

two knotting layers combining size and oil. Stopping was required in areas of woodwork

with visible cracks in order to prevent the entry of water. Cracks were filled with a putty

material typically a mixture of whiting in oil with the consistency of "stiff dough".
'^

The first coat of paint applied to wood substi-ates, known as the primer layer, was most

commonly oil-based and contained a higher proportion of filler pigments such as whiting,

gypsum and sand (quartz). Primers served as a sealant so less of the more expensive

pigmented paint would be required for a consistent, opaque coating. When interiors were

to be painted three times in oil, the primer coat would usually contain a higher proportion

of drier than in subsequent coats. •' The driers used for primers in the eighteenth century

were generally based on lead white, litharge, red lead, or combinations of these materials.

On plaster surfaces one or more coats of pure oil might be applied as a primer.^"

Size bound primers were also used for interior woodwork and plaster walls. In Pinot's

•^
Ian Bristow. Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 (New Haven: Yale University

Press. 1996). 104.

" Ibid ^ ^ ,. . „
'» Richard M. Candee. "Housepaints in Colonial America: Their Materials. Manufacture and ApplicaUon

Color Engineering (New York: Chromatic Publishing Company. 1%7). 8.

2° Ian Bristow. Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 (New Haven: Yale University

Press. 1996). 98.

13





Treatise on the Practical Part ofCoach & House Painting, it is suggested that:

'In new houses the inside work may be Primed with strong double Size,

just stained with a little Spanish Brown, merely to see where the brush has

been.'-^

Another recipe book explains for the preparation of a size-bound primer to:

'...dissolve one pound of Glue in one gallon of boiling water; add two

pounds of Spanish White; and when cold, and well mixed; lay it on

carefully; and even with the grain of the wood, with a clean brush.'
^

The use of whiting (Spanish white) added to the size is effectively distemper paint. Such

a mixture was known during the period as clearcole and was considered an inexpensive

primer. A coat of whiting and size covered with a single coat of oil paint, known in

England as "clear coal and finish" or "half-price work", may have been equally common

in America as the cheapest method of interior painting. The price per yard of work "clear

coaled and finish'd" listed in a London estimator's guide was exactly one half the cost

of painting with three coats of oil paints.'" Recipe books also specified the use of lead

white-based clearcole in place of whiting in the upper layers of distemper, probably with

the intention of producing a cleaner, more opaque color.-*

Pigments were sold either dry or 'ground in oil' (a paste form) and were further ground

or mixed with oil by trained painters with stone mills, a ball and trough, or a slab-and-

muller." The slab was a heavy piece of marble or granite, approximately a foot and a

half square and the muUer was a large egg-shaped stone with one end broken, ground flat

-' Ian Bristow. Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 (New Havea' Yale University

Press. 1996). 100.

" Ibid.

" Richard M. Candee. "Housepaints in Colonial America: Their Materials. Manufacture and Application"

Color Engineering (New York: Chromatic Pubhshing Company. 1967). 7.

^^ Ian Bristow. "House Painting in Britain: Sources for American Paints. 1615 to 1830," Paint in America:

The Colors ofHistoric Buildings. Roger W. Moss. ed. (New Yoric: John Wiley & Sons. Inc.. 1994), 44.

" Richard M. Candee. "Housepaints in Colonial America: Their Materials. Manufacture and Application"

Color Engineering (New York: Chromatic Publishing Company. 1967). 3.
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and rounded off around the edge to let the paint move easily. Instructions for grinding

pigments in oil state:

"...take a small quantity of the color you intend to grind (two spoonfuls

is enough) for the less you grind at a time, the easier and finer will your

Colour be ground: lay this two Spoonfijls of the Colour on the middest

of your stone, and put a little Linseed Oyl to it, (but be sure you put not

too much at first) then with your Mulier, mix it together a little, and turn

your Mulier five or six times about, and if you find there be not Oyl

enough, put a little more to it, and grind it fill it comes to the consistence

of an Oyntment.and when you find you have ground it fine enough, by

the confinual Motion of your Mulier about the Stone, holding it down by

hand as your Strength will permit (which you must also move with such

a slight, as to gather the Colour under it)...cleanse it off the Stone into a

Gallery Pot, Pan, or whatever else you design to put it into, and then lay

more Colour on your Stone and proceed to grind as before...
"^*^

The hand process was obviously a laborious process; hence, by the 1740s, 'Horse-Mills'

to grind pigments in oil were developed in England as a more economic alternative.

The extent of use of these mills in the colony is not known. Advances in paint mills

were recognized in America by the turn of the nineteenth century and commercial scale

machine mills were patented in the mid-eighteen hundreds.^^

The minimum number of coats generally recommended for new work was three,

represenfing (in modem terms) priming, undercoat, and finish. When an oil primer

was used the treatment was known as "three times in oil," but where the work was

primed in size it was referred to as "twice in oil and primed in size."^^ The use of oil-

based paints indicates surfaces with this treatment had a highly glossy appearance. In

^' Ian Bristow. Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 (New Haven: Yale University

Press. 1996). 90-1
. From John Smith. The Art ofPainting in Oyl (London. 1 723), 33-34.

^^ Teresa Greea "The Birth of the American Paint Industry." M.A. thesis. Universitv' of Delaware (1965).

105.

^* Ian Bristow House. "Painting in Britain: Somices for American Paints, 1615 to 1830." Paint in America:

The Colors ofHistoric Buildings, Roger W. Moss. ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons. Inc., 1994), 49.
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addition, the application of resin or oil varnishes to paints would give an even more

lustrous appearance. If a matte appearance of the final finish coat was desired, a high

proportion of turpentine relative to the amount of oil was used. Or, the effect was

achieved by using a final coat of white lead and turpentine without oil.-'-* Flat finishes

became highly desirable from the 1740s onward; this is known to be a British practice but

not much evidence has been found for flat finishes in the Colonies or after the American

Revolution. Such a treatment was relatively more expensive and resulted in a fragile

surface,^"

In addition to the binding media, colorants and solvents used in paint mixtures, extenders

were added in order to diffuse or dilute the paint film. Chalk (whiting) and sand were

two common extenders used for their inert, colorless or white and effectively transparent

properties. The use of such materials cheapened the paints to which they were added and

therefore they are also referred to as adulterants.

As previously explained, house-paints were generally made starting from a base of

opaque white. The necessary tinting pigments were added to this base paint to achieve

the desired color, yet such formulations were rarely quantified; colors were described

with names such as 'cream colour', 'stone colour', 'chocolate colour', 'pea colour', 'pink

colour', etc. In John Smith's 1 723 The Art ofPainting in Oyl, paint recipes for colors

are listed in terms of the major pigments; a 'stone colour, for example, is described as

being made from spruce ochre and white, whereas a 'brown colour' is made from raw or

burnt umber with no lead white.^' The cost of pigments undoubtedly influenced the home

^' Richard M. Candee. "Housepaints in Colonial America: Their Materials. Manufacture and AppUcation"

Color Engineering (New York: Chromatic Publishing Company. 1967). 8.

^ Patrick Baty, "Some Myths Laid to Rest,"' Traditional Paint News 1, No. 2 (October 1996). 42.

'' Ian Bristow. Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 (New Haven: Yale University

Press. 1996). 143.
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owner's choice of paint colors. In the eighteenth century, expensive paints had the ability

to imply wealth and status whereas colors made with cheaper materials were used for

obvious economic reasons, especially considering the extensive amoum of paim needed

for the large surface areas of architecture.

In contrast to the quite opaque oil paints typically produced with lead white, semi-

translucent glazes were a popular finish in the eighteenth century. Such surfaces had

a more imense depth of color, were highly glossy and durable. A popular pigment

employed for glazing in the eighteenth century was the green, copper-based pigment

verdigris. The glaze was in the form of a copper resinate, produced by dissolving

verdigris in oil and resin (usually pine resin) by the use of heat. Copper resinate glazes

were considered a costly finish not only due to the expense of verdigris but also because

the preparation and application of the copper resinate would have required the skill of

an experienced painter. Copper resinate glazes were always applied over an opaque

base coat, often blue-gray in color, and with multiple coats, since the glaze itself was

translucent.^- Upon prolonged exposure to the atmosphere, verdigris degrades to

black cupric oxide; copper resinates also discolor to brown. Verdigris was imported to

Philadelphia as early as 1747 under the names French and English verdigris."

A considerable part of the house-painter's skill lay in the imitation of fine woods and

marble. The use of imitation finishes in the eighteenth century was a fashionable and

impressive addition to a room's decor. More importantly, it was a conscious display

of wealth since, in most instances, the cost to apply such finishes would be more than

52 Frank Welsh. "The Earlv Amencan Palette: Colonial Paint Colors Revealed." Pamt m America: The

Colors ofHistoric Buildings. Roger W. Moss, ed, (New York: John Wiley & Sons. Inc.. 1994). 75.

" Richard M Candee. ". 'Housepaints in Colonial America: Their Materials. Manufacttire and

Application- Color Engineering (New York: Chromatic Publishing Company. 1967). 13. From The

Pennsylvania Gazette. Philadelphia. June 25. 1747. p.3. col.3.
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the cost of the actual material it was to imitate. Imitation finishes were composed of

a sequence of multiple paint layers. Graining, for example, consisted of a base coat,

typically an oil paint, that provided the background color of the wood it was to imitate.

Next, a series of layers of transparent pigmented glazes were applied in which the wood

graining was emulated. These paints were usually water-based distempers; this gave

the painter the freedom to easily rework the appearance of these layers with a damp rag.

Once the final appearance of the imitation was attained, a protective, resinous varnish

layer was applied.

Eighteenth-century house-painting was a prolonged and costly process. For the Corbit

House, the raw paint materials were likely purchased in Philadelphia and brought

to Cantwell's Bridge. On site Joseph Stride would have prepared the newly joined

woodwork, hand ground the paints (with or without the help of an assistant), and applied

them accordingly in the rooms. The brushes used to apply paint were round, with the

exception of flat brushes used for drawing lines and for imitation graining and marbling.

They were made from hog's hair, and varied in diameter from one-fourth to two inches.^"

A good paint job was measured by "the fiillness and solidity of its appearance without

any marks of the bmsh" and should be careful not to "leave any hair marks on the

work."^'

In most work, the prime coat was laid and allowed to dry completely before the

subsequent finish coats were applied. Depending on the driers added to the oil, it could

be several days between paint applications. Each coat of paint would be rubbed down

Ian Bristow. Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology 1615-1840 (New Haven: Yale University

Press. 1996). 105.

Patrick Batv "Some Mvths Laid to Rest." Traditional Paint Neyvs 1. No.2 (October 1996). 40, From

Thomas Martia The Circle ofthe Mechanical Arts (l&U) andT.H. Vanherman, EveryMan his own

House-Painter {\S29).
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with glass-paper and dusted before the next application of paint.^* The lengthy process of

painting a house large and grand as the Corbit mansion necessitated lodging for Joseph

Stride, as evidenced by Corbit's building account. Among the last set of entries in the

building account, dated December 1775, is the record:

To Cash paid Jo' Stride for painting £ 1 3 Is 7d

Thus, interior painting was likely part the final work completed and would have greatly

contributed to the furnishings and overall interior decoration of the country mansion. The

building account specifically mentions the purchase of white lead, whiting and oil; yet

the composition of the finishes undoubtedly included more materials then just these three

listed by Corbit. A flill technical analysis will therefore supplement the documentation

and identify additional ingredients of the eighteenth-century finishes.

^ Glass-paper is an abrasive paper coated with pulverized glass.
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Chapter 3

Summary of Previous Paint Studies of the Corbit-Sharp House

Limited documentation exists of earlier paint studies of the Corbit-Sharp House;

therefore, it is difficult to reconstruct exactly what investigations were performed

and their findings. Of the four rooms analyzed for this thesis - the parlor, first-floor

northwest chamber, drawing room, and second-floor southeast chamber - there have been

two previous campaigns to discover the original paint colors. The work of this thesis

represents the third such endeavor.

The first attempt of a finishes analysis of the Coitit-Sharp House was purportedly carried

out "in about 1939" during the restoration plan of owner H. Rodney Sharp, as Sharp

wanted to restore the house to its eighteenth-century appearance." However, in H.L.

Lindsey's restoration account, written circa 1942, there is no mention of scrape tests. In

fact, sentences of the individual room accounts that begin 'The color of the original paint

was...' end mid-sentence with a blank space left by Lindsey. This suggests that perhaps

Lindsey had the intention to determine the original paint colors, yet the scrape tests were

carried out after the restoration work, post 1942. Or, Lindsey may have simply failed to

document the findings of the scrape tests in his account.

The exact date of the scrape tests is uncertain but one can deduce they were conducted

after 1938, when H. Rodney Sharp acquired the property, but prior to 1954. In John AH.

Sweeney's article "The Coibit house at Odessa, Delaware" published in The Magazine

Antiques published in April of 1954, he describes "the paints were scraped to find the

original colors, and these were then duplicated, a thin coat of color being applied over a

37 Paint Layer Rectangles. The Corbit-Sharp House, January 15, 1979. Historic Houses of Odessa FUes.
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white base."'* Sweeney restates in Grandeur on the Appoquinimink (first published in

1959), "the paints were scraped to determine the original colors of the woodwork; these

have been reproduced in most of the rooms". ^"^ For the purposes of this study, the scrape

tests are referred to as 'restoration-era' and were performed some time between 1938 and

1954.

The analyses Sweeney alludes to are commonly called 'scrape tests' - a technique

which involves carefully exposing areas of each layer of paint, beginning with the top

layer of paint followed by each sequential layer down to what is thought to be the first

paint generation. The scrape tests demonstrate the exceptionally conscientious efforts

made during the restoration to identify the paint histories of the rooms. The scrape

tests were meticulously performed by the investigators, yet due to limitations of the

technique, incorrect conclusions were often drawn. Nevertheless, at the time, this was

the accepted method to determine paint histories. Recent criticism regards scrape tests

as an archaic method that provides only limited and incomplete information of the paint

histories, misrepresents the original appearances of finishes, and does not provide helpfial

information regarding finish compositions.'*"

Errors with the restoration-era scrape tests include: lack of distinction between successive

layers of similarly colored paint, especially with white and off-white paints. Also, some

generations include resin varnishes applied as a finish coat yet the scrape tests often did

not distinguish these features. Such elements were missed with the scrape tests as they

are not readily discemable with the naked eye. Another mistake frequently made with the

'* John A.H. Sweeney, "The Corbit house in Odessa Delaware." The Magazine Antiques LXV no. 4 (April

1954), 303.

'' John A. H. Sweeney. Grandeur on the Appoquinimink: The House of William Corhit at Odessa,

Delaware (New YoA: University Publishers Incorporated. 1959). 78.

''° Patrick Baty. "To Scrape or Not to Paint?" Traditional Paint News 1. No. 2 (October 1996). 9.
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scrape tests was to misidentify white ground coats as finish coats of paint.

The next formal paint study was performed under the direction of Winterthur Museum.

This study generated four Winterthur memoranda between May 3 1, 1978 and January 1 5,

1979. These documents are reproduced in Appendix C.

For the May 3 1, 1978 memorandum, the original colors of the parlor and first-floor,

northwest chamber were examined by Winterthur paper conservator Anne Clapp and

assistant paintings conservator Michael Heslip. Three methods were employed for the

analysis: tooling with scalpels in situ (i.e. scrape tests), tooling of sections of doors

and moldings removed from the house and relocated to the Winterthur laboratory, and

cross-section analysis of paint chips under a microscope with reflected visible light.

Documentation explaining the methodology employed for the cross-section analysis was

not found in researching the Corbit-Sharp House files.

A memorandum from September 1 1, 1978 indicates that all rooms on the first and second

floor, with the exception of the southwest rooms, were analyzed. The method of analysis

used for this invesfigation is not known but perhaps they were the same as used for the

May 1978 investigation. The September memorandum describes the original paint colors

of the paneling, baseboard and chair rail, and, where possible, the original plaster wall

finish. For certain areas, the original colors were matched to chips from the Munsell

Color System, a universal color standard system; references to the appropriate chips are

included in the memorandum.

A third memorandum dated December 5, 1978 indicates that the rooms had been

^' Corhit-Sharp House: Restohngfour rooms to original color. December 5. 1978. Historic Houses of

Odessa Files.
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repainted to match the original colors as determined by the recent analyses. '" Ernest T.

McCann, supervisor of the Winterthur Paint Shop, matched the original paints by eye

with mock-up paint samples applied to paper cards; in most cases he lists the paint media

and pigments used to achieve the paint matches. Some of these cards are presently

located in the archives of Winterthur Library. As evidenced by the current paint analysis,

modem, alkyd paints were applied in 1978 most likely to match the colors of the mock-

up paint samples prepared by McCann.

As part of the continued effort to accurately determine the original paint colors, the

restoration-era scrape tests were revisited, as described in a fourth memorandum

dated January 15, 1979. It was recognized that several layers were not accounted

for in the scrapes and that "the color applied in 1939 had also been daubed into the

area representing the earliest level, thereby falsifying the documentary value of these

rectangles".*^ The lowest paint layers were therefore reanalyzed to uncover possible

earlier generations.

Despite the extensive documentation of the 1978-1979 Winterthur paint analysis, some

aspects of the study were incompletely or imprecisely documented and thus difficult

to fully understand. One problem lies in the fact that exact sample locations are not

provided; this includes the location of paint chip samples, the location of in situ scraping

tests, and the areas from which sections of molding and doors were removed for analysis

at the Wmterthur laboratories. The May 31, 1978 memorandum lists only the basic

architectural elements that were apparently sampled while the September 11, 1978

memorandum does not report the methods of analysis. There is also ambiguity as to

the precise colors that were identified, since color description is subjective. Although

"^ Fainl Layer Rectangles, The Corbit-Sharp House. January 15. 1978. Historic Houses of Odessa Files.
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Munsell Color matches are reported in the September 11, 1978 memorandum, not all

colors were matched to this standard system.

The findings of the previous paint analyses of each of the four selected rooms are

summarized below.

Parlor

In Grandettr on the Appoquinimink, the parlor is described as "a dignified room,

originally painted a soft moss green which has now been duplicated on the woodwork

and plaster walls. "*^ This color would have been determined based on the restoration-era

scrape test. The findings of the May 1978 Winterthur analysis state that the baseboards

and chair rail of the parlor were originally a rich red-brown, the door to the hall was

grained on both sides with a "lightish, variegated graining, probably meant to be

mahogany", and the rest of the woodwork was painted a light, warm grey.^ The plaster

was not tested because it had been recently painted.

According to the December 5, 1978 memorandum, the panels and trim were painted to

match the original color, what is instead described by Ernest T McCann as a light putty

color."^ The January 1979 re-analysis of the parlor scrape test finds that the:

'"1939 Green' covers the smallest rectangle. This was partially scraped

to reveal, at the bottom edge, a tan that is darker than the tan chosen as

original, due to the darkening of linseed oil after being covered by a later

paint."

Thus, the original color in the parlor as determined from the 1978 paint analysis - a putty

"^ John A. H. Sweeney. Grandeur on the Appoquinimink: The House of William Corbit at Odessa,

Delaware (New Yorit: University Publishers Incorporated, 1959), 42.

"" Winterthur Memorandum: Original paint layers in the Parlor andMaster Bedroom ofthefirstfloor of
the Corbit-Sharp House. May 31. 1978. Historic Houses of Odessa Files.

^' The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, s.v. "putty". Putt\ -colour is

defined as a light yellowish gray.
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or tan color - was markedly different from the restoration-era scrape test - a soft moss

green color.

First-floor, northwest chamber

On page 34 of the 1942 restoration account of the first-floor, northwest chamber, H.L.

Lindsey writes, "The color of the original [space left blank by author]". Nor does John

A.H. Sweeney comment on the original paint colors in Grandeur on the Appoquinimink.

Conclusions of the 1978 paint analysis are based on examination of the door to the hall

and its architrave (known to be original) and the closet door to the right of the fireplace.

The May 1978 report states:

"Records of changes in the room indicate that the right closet door was

once removed to the second floor and then returned to the master bedroom

in the restoration of the 1930s.
"^

However, this information is not documented in H.L. Lindsey's restoration account, nor

have other primary sources been found to verify this as fact.

Results given in the May 31, 1978 memorandum conclude that the door to the hall was

grained on both sides and the rest of the woodwork was painted a light grey, cooler than

the paint in the parlor. The plaster was not tested because it was likely not to be original.

The second memorandum written on September 11, 1978, reports the original surface

finish of the paneling to be

"formed by a glazing technique: on the wood lies a thin tan colored paint;

over it, is a thin rather strong green which, in turn, is covered with a dark

red-brown resinous coating".'*^

"* Original paint layers in the Parlor andMaster Bedroom ofthe firstfloor ofthe Corhit-Sharp House.

May 31. 1978. Historic Houses of Odessa Files.

"^ Conclusions Concerning the Colors ofthe Original Display Layers on a Number ofRooms in the Corbit

Sharp House. September 11. 1978. Historic Houses of Odessa Files.
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It seems as though in the first report, from May of 1978, the grey base coat for the green

glaze was simply mistaken for a finish coat.

Drawing room

The original paint colors of the drawing room as determined from the restoration-era

scrape tests is not documented. The 1978 Winterthur analysis of the room established

that the woodwork was originally a light grey-blue color that lies between Munsell Color

chips 5B 8/1 and 5B 8/2, and the baseboard and top of the chair rail were painted a dark

brown color. For the plaster,

"the color of the lowest calcimine paint that is present is a light rosy grey,

close to Munsell Color chip 7.5YR 8/2." ^•^''

Additional information yielded from the January 1979 analysis of the restoration-era

scrape tests suggests that a cream-colored primer is present underneath the original blue

paint of the woodwork.

Second-floor, southeast chamber

As with the first-floor, northwest chamber and the drawing room, the original colors of

the second-floor, southeast chamber are not specified in Sweeney's Grandeur on the

Appoquinimink based on restoration-era scrape tests. The 1978 paint analysis of this

room determined the original color of the paneling to be a "strong grey-green" close to

Munsell Color chip 2.5GY 6/2, the baseboard and chair rail a dark brown, and the plaster

"a very strong yellow ochre" that lies between Munsell Color chips lOYR 8/6 and 8/4.'"

Calcimine paints refer to both glue distemper paints and paints containing casein as all or part of the

binder. In the nineteenth-centurv'. calcimine paints were defined as commercially prepared glue

distemper paint. From Morgan W. Phillips. "A Victorian Trompe lOeil." Paint in America: The Colors

ofHistoric Buildings. Roger W. Moss. ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1994), 156.

Conclusions Concerning the Colors ofthe Original Display Layers on a Number ofRooms in the Corbit

Sharp House, September 11, 1978, Historic Houses of Odessa Files.

Paint Layer Rectangles, The Corbit-Sharp House. January 15, 1979. Historic Houses of Odessa Files.
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The two previous paint studies of the Corbit-Sharp House were accomplished using

the standard practices of the times. However, advances in paint analysis methodology

since then take advantage of higher-powered microscopes, fluorescent microscopy, and

biological stains to more accurately evaluate paint stratigraphies in cross-section. Current

microscopic and chemical analysis techniques allow identification of the composition

of original paint sequences - including the pigments, binders, additives, glazes, and

varnishes of these layers.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Interior Decorative Finishes

4.1. Methodology

Prior to on-site sampling of the finishes, H.L. Lindsey's 1942 restoration account was

thoroughly reviewed in order to understand the interior alterations. Previous restoration

activities therefore guided the locations of sample acquisitions in order to obtain original,

first-generation finishes. The first round of samples was taken in August 2002 and based

on the information provided, return visits were made for additional sampling. Additional

sampling was necessary in areas where the first-generation paint was initially not found

and where more data was needed to understand the ftill paint stratigraphies.

Cross-section microscopy in reflected visible and ultraviolet light was the first means of

analysis in order to determine the original finishes in each room. Fluorescent staining

of cross-sections was performed on representative samples as an initial, rapid indication

of general binding media classification. Representative samples of first-generation

paints were analyzed by Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy for

compositional analysis of organic and inorganic compounds and with polarized light

microscopy (PLM) for the identification of pigments. Based on the results of FTIR,

select samples were analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) for

more exact identification of organic components. Scanning electron microscopy - energy

dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) was performed on samples where elemental

information was necessary. Color matching with the use of a colorimeter was conducted

on representative first-generation paints of the woodwork and plaster (where applicable)

from the four rooms. All analyses were performed by the author with the assistance of

others, as indicated.
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4.1.1. Cross-section microscopy

Sampling

Small excavations, approximately Vs inch in diameter, were made on-site and examined in

situ with a 3OX hand-held monocular microscope to identify the most promising sample

locations. Paint samples were then carefully taken with a microscalpel (Feather stainless

steel surgical blade number 15) in order to include the complete paint stratigraphies

and substrate intact. Documentation of samples taken in the four rooms is provided in

Appendix D.

Cross-section Preparation and Photomicrograph Procedures

At the Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania, the

samples were examined at 30 times magnification (30X) with a stereomicroscope;

the best portions of each sample were cast in polyester resin cubes for cross-section

microscopy analysis and photography.

The samples were cast in mini-cubes, of approximately half inch widths, of polyester

resin (Bioplast® liquid casting plastic with methyl ethyl ketone peroxide catalyst. Ward's

Natural Science, Rochester, NY). The resin was allowed to cure for 24 hours or more at

room temperature and under ambient light. The cubes were then cut with the diamond

blade Buehler* Isomet™ low speed saw to expose the cross-sections, and dry, hand-

polished successively with 1500 grit paper and then 8,000 and 12,000 grit micro-mesh

polishing cloths. Finally, the samples were wet, hand-polished to a glassy-smooth surface

with 0.05 micron Buehler® Micropolish II deagglomerated gamma alumina on a felt

cloth.
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4.1.1.1. Reflected visible and ultraviolet light

The cross-section samples were examined under reflected visible and ultraviolet

light using an Olympus BHT Series 2 ultraviolet light microscope at 125X and 250X

magnifications. Ultraviolet examination was done with the U filter in place, which

has an excitation range from 300 to 400 nanometers with a 420 nanometer barrier

filter. The best representational areas of each cross-section were photographed with

Kodak Gold ASA 200 color print film and developed for visual interpretation.

Interpretation of cross-section stratigraphies and fluorescent staining results was

conducted under the direction of Dr. Susan L. Buck.

Visual Interpretation of Cross-Sections

There are several indicators which can delineate different generations of surface finishes.

To show that a surface has aged, evidence may exist such as cracks which extend

through finish layers, accumulations of dirt between layers, and sometimes diminished

fluorescence intensity - especially along the top edge of a surface which has been

exposed to light and air for a long period of time.

Information Provided with Ultraviolet Light Microscopy

When viewed under reflected visible light, cross-sections which contain primer, base

coats, top coats and varnish may often be difficult to interpret, particularly because

clear finish layers look uniformly brown or tan. Therefore, it may be impossible using

only visible light to distinguish between multiple varnish layers. Excitation with broad

band, near ultraviolet light (360-420nm) provides more information about the sample

stratigraphy because different organic, and some inorganic, materials autofluoresce with

distinguishing, characteristic colors. Materials and strata not evident in visible light are
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sometimes more apparent by virtue of ultraviolet (UV) illumination.^'

There are certain fluorescent colors which indicate the presence of specific types of

materials. For example, shellac fluoresces orange (or yellow-orange) when exposed to

ultraviolet light, while plant resin varnishes (typically amber, copal, sandarac and mastic)

fluoresce bright white under UV. Traditional linseed oil-based paints may fluoresce

brightly in ultraviolet light depending on the pigment content and if they are oxidized

enough. Wax does not usually fluoresce; in fact, in ultraviolet light it tends to appear

almost the same color as the polyester casting resin. In visible light, wax appears as a

somewhat translucent white layer. Materials such as lead white, titanium white, and hide

glue have a whitish autofluorescence."

Although analysis of the first-generation surface finishes is the primary purpose of this

study, the generational stratigraphies of the major architectural elements throughout the

four rooms were determined for documentation purposes through visual examination

of the cross-sections. They are also extremely helpful for paint archaeology to identify

original and added architectural elements. Charts providing descriptions of the cross-

section appearances in reflected visible and ultraviolet light are provided in Appendix

E. Hypotheses as to approximate dates of finish generations were made, where possible,

based on documentary research, primarily through examination of period photographs.

Color descriptions are subjective as they are based on the individual analyst's perception

and vocabulary. In addition, colors as described from analysis of magnified cross-section

photomicrographs may differ from the colors upon observation at the macroscopic level.

^' Richard Wolbers. "Fluorescence Microscopy", Analytical Techniques in Consen'ation (Workshop Notes,

1996). 3.

« Ibid.
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Furthermore, slight variations in color between the actual paint samples and cross-section

photomicrographs result from the film development process (despite color corrections not

made by the film developer). The analyst therefore made careful attempts to verify cross-

section color descriptions against uncast samples at 30X magnification.

4.1.1.2. Fluorescent stains

Fluorochrome staining methods were introduced to the conservation field by Richard C.

Wolbers, Associate Professor, University of Delaware and paintings conservator, and are

described in his recent book on alternative cleaning methods for paintings and painted

surfaces.^^ Select cross-section samples from the Corbit-Sharp House were stained with

fluorescent stains to characterize the binding media in the various layers and to provide

a better comparison between the different materials present in the layers. The following

fluorescent stains were used for examination of the samples in ultraviolet light:

Tetraphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC)

4.0% w/v in ethanol to identify the presence of carbohydrates (starches,

gums,sugars). Positive reaction color is dark red or brown.

Fluoroscein isothiocvanate (FITC)

0.2% w/v in anhydrous acetone to identify the presence of proteins (tempera,

animal glue, casein). Positive reaction color for proteins (free amino

containing groups) is a yellow/green.

2.7-dichlorofluorescein (DCF)

0.2% w/v in ethanol to identify the presence of saturated and unsaturated

lipids (oils). Positive reaction color for saturated lipids is pink and for

unsaturated lipids is yellow.

Rhodamine B (RHOB)
0.06% w/v in ethanol to identify the presence of oils. Positive reaction color

is bright orange.

" Richard C. Wolbers. Cleaning Painted Surfaces: Aqueous Methods (London: Archetype. 2000). 167-180.
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N-(6-methoxv-8-QuinolylVp-toluenesulfonamide(TSQ)

0.2% w/v in ethanol to identify the presence of zinc.

Positive reaction gives a brilliant sparkly blue appearance.

4.1.2. Polarized light microscopy

Polarized light microscopy (PLM) is a technique used to characterize and identify

materials based on physical properties. The morphology and optical properties of

particle samples provide immediate clues to their material composition. Morphological

characteristics include the homogeneity of a sample as a whole, aggregations of particles

and their sizes, and the shape and texture of individual particles. Optical properties

include color, refractive index and extinction characteristics based on the absorption or

refraction of plane and crossed polarized light.** For this study, PLM was performed in

order to identify the pigments and materials used in the first-generation paints.

Pigment samples were taken from the first-generation paints using a tungsten needle,

placed on the microscope slide, and dispersed with a scalpel. A single drop of fluid

Cargille Meltmount™ (n=l .662) was placed on a cover slip, allowed to harden, and

placed over the dispersed pigment sample on the microscope slide. The slide was then

warmed on a hot plate to allow the Meltmount™ medium to flow to the edges.

Polarized light microscopy was performed using the Olympus CX3 1 microscope at the

Architectural Conservation Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania. All PLM samples

were examined by oil immersion at lOOOX magnification; the ocular scale division

was calibrated with a stage scale division such that 1 OSD = 0.97nm. Identification

was based on observations of morphology and optical properties of the particles and

was guided with examination of known reference materials and the use of the Particle

« Mayer. Debora D. "Polarizing Light Microscop> ". Analytical Techniques in Consen'ation (Woitehop

Notes. June 2000). 2.
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Atlas Electronic Edition (PAE^ Particle Atlas 1992 MicroDataware). Polarized light

microscopy was also carried out using the Olympus BHT Series 2 polarized light

microscope with a polarizing light base; dispersed samples were examined at 500X

magnification.

4.1.3. Instrumental analysis

Three methods of instrumental analysis were performed by the author at the Scientific

Research and Analysis Laboratory, Winterthur Museum under the supervision of Janice

Carlson, Senior Scientist. Mrs. Carlson assisted with the interpretation of FTIR spectra;

additional help with instrumentafion and analysis was provided by Dr. Jennifer Mass,

Associate Scienfist, with SEM-EDS and by Dr. W. Chrisfian Petersen with GC-MS.

4.1.3.1. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy

Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy is a method that provides

composifional analysis of organic and inorganic compounds. The classes of natural

organic binders typically found in surface finishes include oils, proteins, carbohydrates,

and plant and insect resins. These materials may be characterized by their general

classes using FTIR, whereas the specific identificafion of paint materials such as synthefic

resins, inorganic pigments and natural minerals is possible.

With FTIR microspectroscopy, infrared radiation originates from a radiative heat

source, passes through an interferometer, is directed at a sample, and is then focused on

a detector A compound light microscope is used to position the microgram quantity

of sample required for analysis. Infrared energy is absorbed by the chemical bonds

between atoms of the molecules within a sample; these different functional groups within

the molecules absorb energy at certain characteristic frequencies. The interferometer
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measures the infrared energy that passes through the sample in the form of a signal

called an interferogram. Mathematical methods known as Fourier transforms convert

the interferogram into an infrared spectrum, a graphical representation of absorption

band wavelengths versus energy intensity. Energies that are absorbed by the sample are

revealed as a series of characteristic absorption bands.

Although fluorescent stains provided some information about the organic binding

material in the paint layers, several samples were chosen for further analysis with FTIR.

Samples for FTIR analysis were prepared by lightly scraping surface paint from uncast

samples with the aid of the Nikon SMZ800 stereomicroscope at 75X magnification,

mounting on a diamond cell, and rolling flat to decrease thickness and increase

transparency. Samples were analyzed using the Nicolet Nic-Plan IR Microscope; data

were collected for 120 scans at a spectral resolution of 4cm"'. Spectra were analyzed with

Omnic E.S.P. 6.0 software.

4.1.3.2. Scanning electron microscopy - energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS)

Scanning electron microscopy - energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) is a

technique used for the highly-magnified, topographical examination and compositional

identification of a sample. SEM is of particular use in the examination of surface

coatings and the stratigraphies of cross-sections.

To produce an image, a beam of electrons is directed at a specimen and scanned over its

surface (made conductive by mounting to a support of carbon or aluminum and coating

with a thin layer of carbon, silver, gold, gold/palladium, aluminum or chromium).

The primary electron beam interacts with the surface of the sample in several ways.

Secondary electrons are emitted from the surface atoms of a sample following an inelastic
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collision with the primary electron beam. Backscattered electrons result from primary

electrons that impinge on the sample in an elastic collision and are then reflected back.

Both types of electrons are collected by dedicated detectors and converted to images.

Backscatter images may also convey compositional differences within a sample; areas of

higher average atomic number appear lighter than areas of lower average atomic number.

X-rays emitted when the primary electron beam interacts with surface atoms may be

collected with an energy dispersive spectrometer - the method therefore known as

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The x-rays energies are characteristic of the

elements composing the area of interaction; therefore, SEM analysis coupled with an

x-ray spectrometer (SEM-EDS) may be used to determine the elemental composition

of a sample surface. " For this study, SEM-EDS data is displayed as spectra of x-ray

emission energy (with peaks that correspond to characteristic elements) versus intensity

and as elemental maps which provide the two-dimensional distribution of select surface

elements.

To prepare the samples for SEM-EDS, the cast cross-sections were mounted to a carbon

stub with carbon tape adhesive and carbon coated using the SPI-ModuIe Carbon Coater

with SPI-Module Control. Samples were examined using the ISI-DS 130 scanning

electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 20kV, stage height of 20mm, and

sample tilt of 36°. The EDS data was analyzed wdth EVEX Microanalysis processor and

software (version 2.0.441).

'^ Elemental analysis coupled with SEM may be abbreviated in several ways: SEM-XRF (x-ray

fluorescence spectrometrv). SEM-EDS (energy -dispersi\e spectroscopy). SEM-EDX (energ>' dispersive

x-ray microanalysis), or SEM-EDAX (energy dispersive analysis by x-rays). Janice Carlson, Kate Duffy,

and Albert Tagle. "Scanning Electron Microscopy", Analytical Techniques in Consen'ation (Workshop

Notes. June 2000). 6.
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4.1.3.3. Gas chromatography - mass spectrometry (GC-MS)

Gas chromatography - mass spectrometry is a technique that allows the qualitative and

quantitative analysis and identification of organic compounds in a mixture by means

of separating them into individual, chemical components. Gas chromatography is

used to separate materials which contain mixtures of volatile components or mixtures

whose components can be chemically modified to become volatile.'^ Whereas FTIR

can determine general classes of organic materials, gas chromatography can readily

differentiate between or separate specific organic components; mass spectrometry then is

needed to identify these components.

With gas chromatography (GC), the mixture to be separated is dissolved in an organic

solvent which is vaporized upon introduction to the instrument. The vaporized mixture is

carried through a column by the flow of a gas, usually helium. Each chemical component

of the mixture has a different affinity for the column substrate. This affinity, as well as

instrumental parameters such as temperature, carrier gas and flow rate, determine how

long it takes the individual components to travel through the column to the detector. The

'retention times' of the various compounds in the original mixture enables their tentative

chemical identification by comparison with the retention times of standard reference

compounds. The result is a chromatogram, a plot of quantity versus the retention time

with each peak representing a separate component of the mixture.

Mass spectrometry coupled with gas chromatography (GC-MS) directs organic sample

molecules, after they have passed through the GC column, at an electron beam within a

mass spectrometer. The organic compound is ionized by the electron beam in the mass

^ David ErhardL ct.al. "A Systematic Approach to the Instrumental Analysis of Natural Finishes and

Binding Media", Reprints. 16"^ Annual Meeting. AIC. New Orleans. LA. (Washington, D.C.: American

Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works. 1988). 70.
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spectrometer, the fragments are separated by size, and the resulting mass to charge ratio

(m/z) of either the parent molecule or the resulting fragments are detected. With this

data, a mass spectrum is generated for each compound; the abundance of the individual

fragments is plotted versus its mass/charge ratio.

To prepare the samples for GC-MS, material was scraped from the surface of the desired

paint layers and placed directly into a 0.3mL heavy walled GC vial. Samples were

then treated with the derivatizing agent MethPrepII (0.2N methanolic solution of m-

trifluoromethylphenyl-trimethyl-ammonium hydroxide, Alltech) which is designed to

esterify and transesterify mixtures of fatty acids and their glycerides. To each GC vial,

lOOuL of MethPrepII reagent (diluted to a 1 :2 MethPrepII to benzene solution) was

added. The vials were then tightly screw-capped and heated at 60°C for one hour

Samples were analyzed using the Hewlett-Packard 6890 gas chromatograph equipped

with 5973 mass selective detector (MSD) and 7683 automatic liquid injector The

Winterthur RTLMPREP method was used with conditions as follows: inlet temperature

was 300°C and transfer line temperature to the MSD (SCAN mode) was 300°C. A

sample of (splitless) IjiL was injected onto a 30m x 250|im x 0.25^im film thickness

HP-5MS column (5% phenyl methyl siloxane at a flow rate of 1 .5mL/minute). The oven

temperature was held at 50°C for two minutes, then programmed to increase at 10°C/

minute to 325°C where it was held for 10.5 minutes for a total run time of forty minutes.

4.1.4. Color matching with colorimeter

After the target layers for color matching were identified through cross-section analysis,

the first-generation paints of the four rooms were found in representative samples.

Uncast portions of the samples (which had been carefully examined with the Nikon
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SMZ800 stereomicroscope at 75X magnification to locate clean, relatively even areas

of the earliest paint layers) were mounted to glass slides with a clear adhesive. To

minimize the error of inaccurate color matching, the upper surfaces of the paint samples

were lightly scraped to reveal protected areas of the paint before measurement with the

colorimeter However, it was important to achieve as flat a surface as possible since

surface roughness can affect the results of color measurements. Color measurements

were taken with the Minolta Chroma Meter CR-24I, a tristimulus color analyzer with

color measurement diameter of 0.3mm. The Chroma Meter has an internal, 360-degree

pulsed xenon arc lamp and provides accurate color measurement in a choice of five

different three-coordinate color systems.

Prior to each use, the colorimeter was calibrated with a white, reference plate. The

paint samples were measured, at minimum, three times in three different areas of each

exposed target layer The measurements were generated in the Munsell color system

(a color standard used in the architectural preservation field) and in the CLE LAB color

space system, currently one of the most widely accepted industry color space measuring

systems. The Munsell measurements were compared to the closest Munsell color

swatches in the standard Munsell Book of Color (gloss paint standards). The match was

then compared under SOX magnification to the actual paint samples.

The closest Munsell swatches were then used to find the closest visual commercial

color swatch matches from among several paint lines including Benjamin Moore*

Color Preview™, Sherwin Williams® COLOR™, Martin Senour Paints® Williamsburg

Collection, Pratt and Lambert* color collection, and Do It Best Corporation* paint

colors The Chroma Meter was next employed to determine the commercial swatch with

the closest Munsell and CEE L*a*b* values to the target paint layer Measurements for
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each target paint layer are provided in the analysis results section for each room. Color

swatches from the best commercial matches have also been provided for reference and

documentation.

Munsell Color System

The Munsell color system consists of a series of color charts which are intended to be

used for visual comparison with the specimen. Colors are defined in terms of the Munsell

hues (H), value (V), and chroma (C); Munsell colors are written as H V/C.

CIE LAB Color Svstem

The CIE (Commission Internationale de I'Eclairage) LAB system, represented as

L*a*b*, identifies colors mathematically and more closely represents human sensifivity

to color. Equal distances in this system approximately equal perceived distances in color.

The system references colors with respect to: white to black (lightness variable, L*); red

to green (chromaticity coordinate, a*); and yellow to blue (chromaficity coordinate, b*).

Calculation ofAE

The calculafion ofAE is the industry measure used to determine how closely two colors

match in the CIE L*a*b* color system. The color difference, or AE, equals the square

root of the squared sums of the differences between each of the three L*a*b* tristimulus

values; the calculafion is: AE = V(AL*)-+(Aa*)'+(Ab*)-. Industry color standards indicate

a AE==1 is barely percepfible to the human eye, and AE of 6 to 7 is acceptable for color

matches in the printing industry.
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4.2. Results - Parlor

4.2.1. Cross-section microscopy

4.2.1.1. Reflected visible and ultraviolet light

The wood substrate of samples from the parlor shows evidence of a shellac sealant within

its fibers, visible in ultraviolet light as a pale orange autofluorescence. Above the wood

substrate is a white primer layer followed by a stone color finish paint. Both layers have

a strong autofluorescence in ultraviolet light (Figure F-lb., sample 64).

Sample 13, from the parlor baseboard, also shows evidence of a shellac sealant within the

fibers of the wood substrate. The first generation consists of a white primer, dark brown

top coat, and translucent, resinous finish coat. The dark brown top coat is an example of

a paint not composed of a white-pigmented base; this composition would have provided

a particularly intense dark color. The finish coat likely consists of a plant resin due to its

whitish fluorescence in ultraviolet light (Figure F-7b., sample 13).

The door to the hall was originally grained. In cross-section graining appears as a series

of four layers, as seen in sample 102 (Figure F-12). Above the wood substrate is a white

primer layer, the second layer is a yellow base coat which provides the background color

of the wood it is to imitate, the third layer is a red-pigmented glaze in which the wood

graining is emulated, and the fourth layer is a protective, resinous varnish layer (possibly

a plant resin varnish due to its whitish fluorescence in ultraviolet light). It is possible the

graining was intended to imitate mahogany based on the yellowish base coat.

Sample 100 was taken from the plaster wall of the parlor above the right window

architrave. Carefijl attention was made to acquire the original browncoat and plaster

of the wall. Coarse hair strands are seen in the browncoat of the uncast sample with
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examination at 30X magnification with a stereomicroscope. The upper paint generations

separated from the plaster substrate during sampling; the two parts were cast separately

and therefore are shown in two series of cross-section photomicrographs (Figures F-10

and F-1 1, sample 100). Above the coarse, granular brown coat is a thick layer of white,

plaster finish coat. Applied to the surface of the white coat is a thin translucent tannish

layer The bright white autofluorescence of this layer in ultraviolet light is characteristic

of limewash, which would act a temporary finish for the wall while the plaster cured.

Directly above the limewash is a relatively thick, opaque, off-white paint. There is no

evidence of wallpaper fibers above the plaster substrate or limewash of the parlor wall to

indicate the possible existence of wallpaper in the first generation.

Paint analysis of the parlor during Sharp's ownership was based on scrape tests which

determined the original paint color to be a "soft moss green"; the stone colored paint

layer below the green was assumed to be the primer The 1978-1979 Winterthur analysis

of the room interprets the stone color as the original finish coat, a conclusion which this

study confirms." An obvious, visual distinction between the two layers is seen in cross-

section; a varnish, possibly oil-based, is applied above the stone color paint of the first

generation (Figure F-3, sample 4). Such a finish would have given the relatively glossy

paint a more saturated appearance

4.2.1.2. Fluorescent stains

Fluorescent staining of sample 13 (from the baseboard) suggests the presence of oil

within the wood substrate. These samples show a positive reaction to DCF for the

presence of unsaturated lipids as indicated by a bright yellow reaction color in reflected

ultraviolet light (Figure F-7c., sample 13).

Michael Heslip describes the original color as tan.
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Fluorescent staining of cross-sections did not provide conclusive information regarding

the binding media of the first-generation paints. It may be possible to observe fluorescent

staining reactions in the first-generation paints at higher magnifications. However,

positive fluorescent staining reactions are observed in later generations. Fluorescent

staining of cross-section samples with FITC to test for the presence of proteins, DCF to

test for the presence of lipids, and TTC to test for the presence of carbohydrates all give

positive reactions in the fifth, sixth and seventh generation white paints (Figures F-2c.,

F-3c. and F-4c., samples 2 and 4); this data suggests these generations to be composed of

emulsion paints. Emulsion paints consist of a mixture of protein (often casein), oil and

carbohydrate media. A positive reaction with TTC for the presence of carbohydrates is

also evident in the eighth, ninth and tenth generation paints.

Sample 100 from the plaster wall was stained with TTC to test for the presence of

carbohydrates (Figures F-lOc. and F-llc, sample 100). Wallpaper paste residue, usually

in the form of a wheat starch paste, is a carbohydrate-based material. In cross-sections

where wallpaper is known to have existed, the positive deep red reaction color for the

presence of starch paste is usually seen as a thin line below the paper surface. Starch

paste that penetrates cracks within the substrate or earlier finish layers will also produce

a red reaction when exposed to TTC. While positive reactions for the presence of

carbohydrates are apparent in the cross-section, the pattern of staining does not provide

compelling evidence for the presence of wallpaper paste above the limewash. This

analysis does not definitively conclude that the walls of the parlor were not wallpapered

in the first generation. One can only say that conclusive evidence of a wallpaper

treatment was not found in the sample analyzed.

The paint above the plaster substrate of sample 100 was stained with TSQ to test for the
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presence of zinc. A positive reaction is seen in the first-generation paint layer as a bluish,

sparkly appearance (Figure F-lld , sample 100). This suggests the presence of zinc but is

not considered to be a conclusive identification. Zinc may be present as zinc white (ZnO)

which would indicate an application date post 1834.

4.2.2. Polarized light microscopy

Stone color woodwork

The first-generation stone-color paint of the woodwork from samples 9, 18 and 63 were

isolated for pigment identification with polarized light microscopy. When viewed at

500X magnification, the pigment particles are white with an average particle size of

approximately one micrometer (1 ^m). The majority of particles have index of refraction

higher than 1 .66. The particles also have a positive, high relief meaning the particles'

index of refraction differs from the mounting medium by 0.12 or more (np^,„>1.78).^^

With crossed polars, some anisotropic, birefringent particles are visible. Both isotropic

and anisotropic particles are seen simultaneously at slightly crossed polars (20°). The

white particles are highly birefracting. These properties indicate pigment identifications

of lead white with a small amount of whiting.

Additional pigments are observed in the dispersions but only at an extremely low

concentration. Anisotropic red and orange particles are observed that have a refractive

index greater than 1.66; this classifies the particles in the iron oxide category, with more

specific identification as red ochre. Multiple sampling of the stone-colored paint was

required to obtain a dispersion with a definitive amount of red ochre particles. This

suggests that the paints were extremely finely ground and the pigments well dispersed

5» Relief is onlv an estimation of refractive index. "Identification of an Unknown Particle, E.\-periment 2

:

Determine Relief." Uni\ersit\ of Penns> Ivania. Graduate Program in Historic Preservation. Architectural

Consenation Laborator>. Preservation Workshop: Microscopy of Building Materials. HSPV624-003-

2003 A.
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throughout the paint, an indication of a high level of craft of those preparing the paints.

Dark brown baseboards

The first-generation dark brown paint of sample 13 was isolated for PLM examination.

Red-orange pigment particles, approximately one micrometer (1 |im) in size, are visible

at lOOOX magnification. The index of refraction of the particles is greater than 1.66

and the particles have a positive, high relief to indicate the particles' index of refraction

differs from the mounting medium by 0. 12 or more (n ^^i^^l 78). Crossed polars yield a

complete black field of view indicating the particles are isotropic. These characteristics

indicate the pigment to be from the class of iron oxides and are more specifically

identified as red ochre. A considerably smaller amount of lead white and whiting is

idenfified in the dispersion.

White paint of plaster walls

Zinc white particles are identified in the dispersed pigment sample of the first-generafion

paint from the plaster wall, sample 100. The particles closely match a reference

dispersion of zinc white; the particles have an index of refraction greater than 1 .66 and

are only slightly birefracfing. The presence of zinc white is supported with a bright

yellow fluorescence of the particles as viewed under ultraviolet light. ^^ The presence of

zinc white dates the application of the paint to post-1834; therefore, the paint was not

present during William Corbit's lifetime (1746-1818). Whifing is also idenfified in the

pigment dispersion.

" Rutherford J. Gettens and George L. Stout Painting Materials: A Short Encyclopedia. (New York:

Dover Publications. Inc.. 1966), 177.
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4.2.3. Instrumental analysis

4.2.3.1. FTIR microspectroscopy

Table 1 outlines the results of samples from the parlor analyzed by FTIR.

Table 1: FTIR Microspectroscopy Results - Parlor





also contributes to stretches at 682 and 3537cm"'. A reference spectrum for lead white in

linseed oil is provided for comparison with the first-generation paint of sample 9.

The strong peak at 1518cm"' results from carbon-oxygen stretching characteristic of the

chemical reactions between metal ions, such as lead, and drying oils. The ester linkages

of the fatty acid components of oils are hydrolyzed and complex with metal ions to form

organic acid salts. A reference spectrum of a commercial lead drier is shown to indicate

the contribution of the carbonyl (C=0) stretch of the organic acid salt between 1600 and

1500cm-'.

The fatty acids of the drying oil contribute to hydrocarbon (C-H) stretches ranging from

3000 to 2800cm"' and a carbonyl stretch around 1734cm"', due to the ester group. The

frequency of the carbonyl is lower than that of unaged oils due to crosslinking that occurs

over time.

Calcite (calcium carbonate, CaCOj) is also evident in the first-generation paint of sample

9 as detected by the weak, yet sharp, carbonate (0-C-O) bending band at 875cm"'.

Carbonate stretching bands from calcite overlap with those produced from lead white.

Calcite, also known as whiting, would have been added to the paint as an extender

The FTIR spectrum of the first-generation, dark brown paint of the base indicates a

composition of a metal pigment in a drying oil, most likely lead white in linseed oil

(Figure H-2a., sample 85). The spectral peaks may be interpreted the same way as for

spectra from the first-generation paints of samples 9 and 1 1 . A second spectrum of the

sample indicates stretches between 1050 and 1 1 80cm' possibly due to the presence of

asymmetric sulfate (SO/") stretching bands of barium white (barium sulfate, BaSO^)
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(Figure H-2b., sample 85). The presence of barium white dates to an early nineteenth

century terminus a quo of the paint generation. Therefore, it is likely that when sampling

for FTIR microanalysis of the first-generation, the second-generation, dark brown paint

was incidentally sampled. Although visible in the cross-section photomicrograph at

125X magnification as separate, distinct first and second dark brown paint layers (Figures

F-7, sample 13), it would be difficult to separate and distinguish the layers for FTIR

sample preparation - even with the aid of the stereomicroscope.

Material taken from within the plaster wall substrate of sample 100 shows an FTIR

spectrum of only calcite, or lime (Figure H-3a., sample 100). Plaster material scraped

from the top surface of the plaster - intended for analysis of the plaster sealant - shows

evidence of gypsum (calcium sulfate dihydrate, CaSO^-2H20) in addition to calcite

(Figure H-3b., sample 100). Relafively strong antisymmetric and symmetric 0-H

stretching bands are seen at 3533 and 3404cm' and an asymmetric sulfate

(SO/") stretching band occurs as 1 1 18cm"'. It is believed the presence of gypsum is a

contaminant accidentally acquired with sampling. An oil contributes to hydrocarbon

(C-H) stretches at 2920 and 2851cm"' and a carbonyl stretch at 1741cm'; the oil is likely

from the paint above.

Material from sample 100 of the first-generation paint above the plaster yields a spectrum

showing the presence of a metal soap, barium white (barium sulfate, BaSO_,), and oil,

possibly linseed oil (Figure H-3c., sample 100). The strong peaks at 1575 and 1418cm"'

result from C-0 stretching characteristic of the chemical reactions between metal ions

and drying oils. Among the strongest peaks of the spectrum are asymmetric sulfate

(SO/") stretches at 1 173, 1115, and 1078cm"'; a small, sharp confirmatory peak at

983cm'' confirms the presence of barium sulfate in the sample with confidence. Again,
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an oil contributes to hydrocarbon (C-H) stretches at 2926 and 2854cm"^ and a carbonyl

stretch at 1739cnT^

Despite the positive reaction for carbohydrates with staining of sample 100 with TTC,

FTIR analyses of the limewash and first-generation paint do not indicate the presence of a

carbohydrate component.

For reasons that will be explained in the following SEM-EDS section (B.S.b), FTIR

analysis of the fifth-generation, white paints of samples 9 and 17 and eleventh-generation,

dull cream-color paint of sample 19 was performed. The purpose of analysis for these

paint layers was to test for the presence of barium white (barium sulfate, BaSO^). Peaks

corresponding to sulfate (S-0) stretches are seen in the fifth-generation, white paint of

samples 9 and 17 in the region of 1200 to 1050cm"' and suggest the presence of barium

sulfate (Figures H-lb. and H-4, samples 9 and 17). The identification of barium sulfate is

supported by the presence of barium detected by SEM-EDS in the fifth generation paint

of sample 61 (vide infra). The spectra of the fifth-generation, white paint of samples 9

and 17 indicate the major composition to be a metal pigment in drying oil with strong

C-0 stretches at 1578/1588cm-' and 1417/1418cm-', hydrocarbon (C-H) peaks at 2927/

2928cm-' and 2854/2856cm-', and carbonyl (C=0) stretches at 1734/1 739cm-'. The

presence of calcite exists in sample 17 as evidenced by the weak, yet sharp, carbonate

(0-C-O) bending band at 878cm-'. Carbonate stretching bands from calcite overlap with

those produced from the metal ion - drying oil interaction.

Sulfate peaks are not evident in the spectrum of the eleventh generation of sample 19

which suggests that the layer does not contain barium white (Figure H-5, sample 19)

The major components of this sample detected by FTIR are calcite and an alkyd resin.
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It is possible that the eleventh generation paint may be based on zinc white (zinc oxide,

ZnO) and/or titanium white (titanium dioxide, TiO,) but identification of these pigments

by FTIR is not possible because they do not absorb in the mid-infrared region of the

electromagnetic spectrum.

4.2.3.2. SEM-EDS

SEM-EDS analysis of sample 61 from the parlor overmantel was performed to gain

an overall understanding of the elemental composition of the stratigraphies. For the

generations where pigment identification with PLM was not performed, elemental

analysis with SEM-EDS may suggest the use of certain pigments in successive paint

layers. This information can help to approximate the date of application of paint layers

based on the initial date of a pigment's manufacture. For example, the presence of zinc

may be attributed to the pigment zinc white and would indicate an application date after

1834, the first year zinc white was commercially available.^'' Likewise, the presence of

titanium from titanium white would indicate the application of the paint post circa 1919.^'

Elemental mapping of sample 61 is shown in Figure I-lc; lead is the primary element

detected in generations one through four of sample 61 .
This analysis supports the PLM

identification of lead white contained in the first-generation paint. The major element

detected in the fourth, fifth, and sixth generation paints is zinc most likely attributed to

the pigment zinc white (Figure I-ld., sample 61). As previously stated, this indicates the

date of application to be after 1834.

With one respect, however, the results as displayed by elemental mapping are somewhat

'"' Rutherford J. Gettens and Geoiie L. Stout. Painting Materials: A Short Encyclopedia. (New Yoik:

Dover Publications. Inc., 1966), 177.

"' Ibid. 161.
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misrepresentative. According to elemental mapping, barium is the major element

detected in the eleventh generation paint layer. Yet the spectrum produced from SEM-

EDS spot analysis of the eleventh generation paint does not produce the characteristic

pattern with three barium energy peaks at 4.465keV (L^,), 4.827keV (L|j,) and 5.156keV

(Ly,). Instead, the peaks more closely match those attributed to titanium, with peaks at

4.510keV (K^,) and 4.931keV (K^,) (Figure I-le., sample 61).

The reason for the disparity between the two forms of data is that the elements barium

and titanium produce x-rays of overlapping energies and the computer cannot distinguish

between the sources of those x-rays. In the case of sample 61, when programmed to

map barium as the L^j peak energy, the spectrometer will also detect energies attributed

to the K^ peak of titanium. The different elements are not distinguished when mapped,

however, and those areas of titanium will visually be represented as barium. So as a

result, the elemental map of sample 61 shows the eleventh generation as containing

predominately barium when in fact the major element in this layer is titanium. The data

from the elemental mapping can be misinterpreted ifEDS spectra are not collected from

each layer before beginning the mapping process.

Sample 13 from the parlor base was also analyzed by SEM-EDS (Figure I-2b.).

Elemental spot analysis of the first-generation paint (Figure I-2c.) detects the presence

of iron as the major element; other elements detected are lead (Pb), calcium (Ca), and

silicon (Si). Iron may be attributed to iron oxide red (Fe^O,), lead from lead white

(2PbC03-Pb(OH)2), and calcium from calcium carbonate (whiting, CaCOj); the presence

of these minerals is confirmed by PLM analysis. Silicon and copper may be present as

clay impurities within the iron oxide matrix.
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Elemental spot analysis of sample 100 from SEM-EDS detects the presence of calcium

and zinc in the first-generation paint (Figures I-3c.). The detection of zinc is likely

attributed to zinc white (ZnO); this identification is confirmed with polarized light

microscopy (see Section 4.2.2) and indicates an application date post 1834. While

the white paint appears to be the first paint layer above the plaster substrate, it was not

present during William Corbit's lifefime (1746-1818).

4.2.3.3. GC-MS

GC-MS analyses were performed on samples 13, 17, and 63 in order to more accurately

determine the paint binding media as compared to the information provided by cross-

section fluorescent staining and FTIR analyses. For samples 13 and 63, from the parlor

base and wainscot, respectively, the composition of the original finishes was analyzed;

for sample 1 7, the fifth generation white paint was analyzed. FTIR analysis of the fifth

generation paint indicates an oil-based binding media while fluorescent staining tests

positive for the presence of proteins and carbohydrates; this data suggests the presence

of an emulsion paint Unfortunately, GC chromatograms and MS spectra of the three

samples did not yield identifiable peaks and thus the results are inconclusive (Figure J-1).
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4.2.4. Color matching with colorimeter

Sample 19 - door to hall, architrave

F irst-generation paint

Color System

Munsell H V/C

CIE L*a*b^

H (hue)

2.0Y

Coordinates

V (value)

7.1

C (chroma)

2.7

L* (black to white) a* (green to red) b* (blue to yellow)

71.84 +0.86 + 18.20

Sherwin Williams* COLOR™ SW6143 "Basket Beige"

CoordinatesColor System

V (value)
7.0

'
C (chroma)

^ 2.7Munsell H V/C "2^5^^^

L* (black to white) a* (green to red) b* (blue to yellow)

CIEL*a*b*
71.47 +0.39 + 18.84

NOTE: Color match is not provided due to lack of printer calibration for color

rendering.

The AE value for the color difference between the first-generation paint layer of Corbit-

Sharp House parlor sample 19 and the best commercial match, Sherwin Williams*

COLOR™ SW 6143 "Basket Beige", is AE = 0.88. The commercial color swatch is an

excellent numeric as well as visual match.
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Sample 13 - baseboard

First-generation paint

Color System

Munsell H V/C
H (hue)

2.0YR

Coordinates

V (value)

3.3

C (chroma)
2.1

L* (black to white) a* (green to red) b* (blue to yellow)
CEL*a*b* ^ 34 30 +8.12 +8.58

Benjamin Moore* Color Preview™ 2113-10 "chocolate sundae"

Color System

Munsell H V/C

CIE L*a*b*

Coordinates

H (hue)
8.9R

V (value)

3.3

C (chroma)
2.1

L* (black to white) a* (green to red) b* (blue to yellow)

34.02 +9.02 +6.48

NOTE: Color match is not provided due to lack of printer calibration for color

rendering.

The AE value for the color difference between the first-generation paint layer of Corbit-

Sharp House parlor sample 13 and the best commercial match, Benjamin Moore* Color

Preview™ 2113-10 "chocolate sundae", is AE = 2.30. The commercial color swatch is

a good numeric as well as visual match. This color is also the best commercial match

to the baseboard paint of the drawing room and second-floor, southeast chamber but

with AE values of 3. 12 and 4.39, respectively. The slight variation in color is due to

differences in the batches of hand-ground paints.
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4.2.5 Summary

The original finish of the parlor paneling and woodwork was a stone-colored, oil-based

paint containing lead white, whiting, and red ochre. The baseboards were a dark brown,

oil-based paint composed primarily of red ochre The door to the hall was grained likely

to imitate mahogany. The original finish of the eighteenth-century plaster walls was not

present in the sample acquired; further work is necessary to sample and identify plaster

with the original finish. A summary of the first-generation finishes of the parlor are

outlined in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of first-generation finishes

Parlor





4.3. Results - First-floor, northwest chamber

The first-floor, northwest chamber underwent significant changes in design during the late

nineteenth century. As a consequence, in order to return the configurafion of the room to

its eighteenth-century appearance, much of the woodwork in the room dates to the 1938-

1 942 restoration. Samples with original finishes include those taken from the door to the

hall, the door architrave and pediment, and the closet door to the right of the fireplace.^^

Plaster from the wall was not sampled because it is documented to have been hacked and

recoated during the restoration.

4.3.1. Cross-section microscopy

4.3.1.1. Reflected visible and ultraviolet light

The wood substrate of samples from original woodwork shows evidence of a shellac

sealant within its fibers, visible in ultraviolet light as a pale orange autofluorescence.

The original finish of the first-floor, northwest chamber was found to consist of a thin,

white primer layer followed by a gray base coat and brilliant green finish coat (Figures

F-15c. and F-15d., sample 66). Individual green pigment particles are seen in raking light

suspended within the layer (Figure F-15b., sample 66). The lack of autofluorescence of

the green layer in ultraviolet light was an immediate clue that the paint possibly consisted

of a verdigris paint or copper resinate-based glaze.

Verdigris is a bluish-green pigment, typically the dibasic acetate of copper

(Cu(C,Hj02)2-2Cu(OH)2), that readily decomposes to a brown color upon long-term

The May 31. 1978 Memorandum regarding the original paint layers of the first-floor, northwest chamber

it is stated that: "Records of changes in the room indicate that the right closet door was once removed

to the second floor and then returned to the master bedroom in the restoration of the 1930"s'". No primary

documentation has been found that supports the identification of the closet door as original to the room;

there is no mention as to the origin of the closet doors in H.L.Lindsey "s restoration account. This paint

analysis, however, confirms the 1978 statement since the first generation finish of the right closet door

matches that of the door architrave.
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exposure to air. It was applied in the eighteenth centun/ either as an opaque paint mixed

with lead white in oil, or was used on its own in oil as a glaze. Copper resinate, on

the other hand, is formed by dissolving verdigris in resin by the use of heat and is thus

applied as a translucent glaze." The use of a light base coat, typically an opaque blue-

gray color, is traditional craft practice to make the semi-translucent green glaze appear

brighter and more intense. Its translucency also dictated the application of multiple coats

of the glaze." This paint surface would have originally been very glossy.

Period recipes give an indication of the finish compositions of verdigris-based paints and

varnishes. Two recipes from Hezekiah Reynolds Directionsfor House and Ship Painting

(1812) are given:

Parrot Green

Prime with white, tinged with lampblack as directed; and for the last two

coats, use five pounds white Lead, one pound of Verdigris, and four

ounces of Spruce yellow, or in that proportion.

Grass Green

Prime as above, and for the last two coats, use equal quanfities of Verdigris

and white Lead. Add to the last mentioned colors. Spirits of Turpentine in

the proportion of half a pint to each gallon of paint.

" Ian C. Bristow. Interior House-Painting Colours and Technology. (New Haven: Yale University Press,

1996). 23.

^ Frank S. Welsh. "The Eariy American Palette: Colonial Paint Colors Re%ealed." Paint in America: The

Colors ofHistoric Buildings. RogerW. Moss. ed. (New York: Jolin Wiley & Sons. Inc.. 1994). 75.
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An unidentified cabinetmaker's receipt book (1794-1800) in the Winterthur Library

collection provides directions for finishing chairs:

For green chairs with Verdigrifs grind % lb verdigris on a stone as much as

will enable you to grind it in as much oil as will enable you to grind it even

in a very thick paste then remove it aside and repeat the same till the whole

be ground then add & sfir in 1 pint of common varnish in half an hour it

will be ready for use 1 pint of this will give one coat to 8 chairs after

they have been primed with the following (viz) white lead and lamp Black

dry them in the Sun & Day and then they will be fit for laying the above

paint of which you will lay two coats & they will both Dry in one day.

It is interesting to note that both recipes specify that the verdigris-based finish should

be applied over a white lead primer (or base coat) tinted with lamp black; the same

composition appears to have been used as the first-generation gray primer on areas of

original woodwork of the first-floor, northwest chamber.

Instructions for a verdigris-based varnish in Mackenzie's Five Thousand Receipts (1829)

are described as follows:

To make sea greenfor varnish and oils

Varnish requires that this colour should possess more body than it has in

distemper; and this it acquires from the oil which is mixed with it. This

addition even gives it more splendour Besides, a green of a metallic

nature is substituted for the green of the Dutch pink, which is of a

vegetable nature. A certain quantity of verdigris, pounded and sifted

through a silk sieve, is ground separately with nut oil, half drying and half

fat; and if the colour is intended for metallic surfaces it must be diluted

with camphorated mastic, or gallipot varnish

If this colour be destined for articles of a certain value, crystallized

verdigris, dried and pulverized, ought to be substituted for common
verdigris, and the painting must be covered with a stratum of the

transparent or turpentine copal varnish.
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Yet another period recipe for a verdigris-based varnish is provided in W. and T.J. Towers'

Every Man His Own Painter from 1 830:

Bright varnish green for inside blinds, fenders, wire, tin work, &c.

The work must first be painted once over, with a light lead color in oil; and

when dry, grind some white lead in spirits of turpentine; afterwards take

about one third in bulk, of verdigrease, which has been finely ground stiff

in linseed oil; then mix them both together and put into it a little resin

varnish; sufficient only, to bind the color When this is perfectly hard,

which will be the case, within fifteen minutes, pour into the color some

resin varnish to give it a good gloss. Then go over the work a second fime;

and if another coat is required, paint it over a third time. Thus you will have a

cheap and beaufiful green, with a high polish. It possesses a very drying quality;

as the work may be completed in a few hours. The tint may be varied according

to fancy; by subsfitufing mineral green for the verdigrease; and if a bright grass

green is required, add a little Dutch pink to the mixture.

N.B. This color must be used when quite warm, in order to give the varnish a

uniform extension.

Evidence of original finish on the first-floor, northwest chamber door (to the hall) is scant

despite four samples taken from this element. The best evidence is seen in the cross-

section photomicrograph of sample 87 (Figure F-2 1 ). The first layers above the wood

substrate contain remnants of a white primer and dark red-brown top coat. The next

generation above this is the graining sequence presently seen on the door; it consists of

a thick, opaque cream-color layer (no autofluorescence in UV light) with translucent

synthetic varnish (dull autofluorescence in UV light). This stratigraphy suggests that the

door was intentionally stripped, a conclusion that is confirmed in the December 5, 1978

Winterthur memorandum.^'

A second photomicrograph of sample 87 shows similar white and red-brown paint

layers as to the first-generation paints yet in a disrupted, undulating pattern (Figure

« Note 2 at the end of the memorandum states: "Master Bedroom (door entering room) paint was removed

from interior side of door. Old layers of paint had deteriorated down to w ood surface. By not removing,

new finish would be impossible to keep on door." See Figure C-3. page 3.
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F-22, sample 87). This effect is typically the result of a heat-applied method used to

facilitate mechanical stripping of the paint. From what is observed of the two sets of

photomicrographs, it is surmised that the original finish, and possibly later finishes, on the

door of the first-floor chamber was a dark red-brown paint.

The 1942 restoration account explains that a "new chair rail and washboard, etc., were

made from old material and erected in their respective places". As a result, cross-section

photomicrographs of samples from the surbase and baseboard show only four paint

generations; the first-generation brilliant green finish coat found on the door architrave

and closet door is not present in samples from the surbase and baseboard (Figure F-23,

sample 68). The first-generation paint above the wood substrate is a greenish gray paint,

the origin of which is unknown; the first finishes applied during the Sharp restoration are

the white base coat and red finish coat.

Sample 69, from the side panel of the right window, is a piece of restoration woodwork.

The cross-section photomicrograph shows a different first-generation paint scheme (gray

primer with blue finish coat) while the successive layers match those found on the other

restoration woodwork samples (Figure F-24, sample 69). The restoration woodwork is

therefore collected from a variety of sources of "old material".

During the ownership of Daniel Wheeler Corbit, from 1877 to 1922, the wall between

the first-floor, northwest chamber and the parior had been opened on either side of the

fireplaces to permit circulation between the two rooms. The paint evidence from the

two rooms shows the same white paints applied in later generations in these spaces;

specifically, the fifth and seventh generation paints of the parior match the fourth and fifth

^ The SLxUi generation paint of the parlor is also a white color.
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generation paints of the northwest chamber, respectively (Figures F-4 and F-20, samples

4 and 88).^'^

4,3.1.2. Fluorescent stains

Fluorescent staining of a sample from original woodwork suggests the presence of oil

within the wood substrate; the sample shows a positive reaction to DCF for the presence

of unsaturated lipids as indicated by a yellow reaction color (Figure F-15e., sample 66).

Fluorescent staining reactions are not observed in the first-generation green finish due to

its dark appearance in UV light.

4.3.2. Polarized light microscopy

Green finish

A dispersed pigment sample of the green finish from sample 88 appears as a mixture

of white particles and irregular-shaped green particles (Figure G-la., sample 88). The

white particles are identified as lead white and whiting. Large black particles that are

observed may be verdigris that has perhaps decomposed to copper oxides or copper

sulfides. Individual verdigris particles were not isolated despite muUiple preparations of

pigment dispersions; however, disfinct green particles are observed in the cross-section

photomicrographs to suggest the presence of verdigris pigment. The irregular-shaped

green material is consistent with the known optical properties of copper resinate: glassy,

irregular green fragments with a refracfive index less than 1.66.^''

Observation of the dispersed pigment sample in UV shows bright white autofluorescence

indicafive of a plant resin - informafion that supports the presence of copper resinate

*^ The refractive index of copper resinate is given as about 1 .52. Hermann Kiihn. "Verdigris and Copper

Resinate." Artists 'Pigments: A Handbook of Their History and Characteristics. J'olume 2. Roy. Ashok,

ed. (Washington D.C.: National Galleiy of Art, 1993), 150.
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(Figure G-lc, sample 88). Autofluorescence is seen in the dispersed pigment sample due

to the thinness and high magnification of the dispersion; autofluorescence is not seen in

the cast cross-section sample due to its thickness and perhaps the higher proportion of

drying oil in the mixture.

4.3.3. Instrumental analysis

4.3.3.1. FTIR microspectroscopy

Table 3 outlines the results of samples from the first-floor, northwest chamber analyzed

by FTIR

Table 3: FTIR Microspectroscopy Results - First-Floor, Northwest Chamber





verdigris and/or copper resinate.

4.3.3.3. GC-MS

GC-MS analysis was performed on the first-generation green finish of sample 88 to

more accurately identify the binding media and specifically to analyze for the presence

of a resin component. Copper resinate is composed mainly of the copper salts of resin

acids. If resins from conifers are used for the preparation of copper resinate, copper

salts of abietic acid are formed as the main product; other acid components include

dehydroabietic, pimaric, and isopimaric acid.^ Detection by GC-MS of the relatively

stable dehydroabietate component of resinate films is the most convincing method for

identification of copper resinates.*'

Unfortunately, two attempts at GC-MS analysis did not yield evidence supporting the

presence of resin acids (Figure J-2, sample 88). Most peaks in the spectrum are due to

Methprep II artifacts; however there are three peaks that correspond to components of

linseed oil: palmitic acid, stearic acid, and azelaic acid. Under the GC conditions used,

resin acid components will typically have retention times from approximately 21 to 24

minutes. The peak for dehydroabietic acid occurs at a retention time of 21 .75 minutes,

whereas 7-oxodehydroabietic acid - an oxidation product that is commonly found in aged

resin samples - has a retention time of 23.60 minutes. The peak at 23.06 minutes cannot

be identified; and the mass units for this peak are not consistent with those of a resin.

Despite the results obtained from GC-MS analysis, the obvious white autofluorescence

seen under UV light in the dispersed pigment sample offers confident evidence for the

"* Hermann Kiihn. "Verdigris and Copper Resintate." Artists 'Pigments: A Handbook ofTheir History and

Characteristics, Volume 2. Roy, Ashok, ed. (Washington. D.C.: National Gallery of Art 1993), 150.

*' Ibid, 151.
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presence of a resin. The resin may also be a very small component of the finish which

is why it was not detected by GC-MS. The reason the autofluorescence is seen in the

dispersed pigment sample is due to the thinness and high magnification of the dispersion

whereas autofluorescence is not seen in the cast cross-section sample due to its thickness.

4.3.4. Color matching with colorimeter

Due to the translucent nature of the green finish and its brown discoloration, color

matching was not performed, nor was color matching executed on the gray basecoat.

Replication of the colors for this first-generation bright green might be more effectively

achieved by hand-grinding pigments in linseed oil and resin to produce an appropriately

colored base coat and bright green glaze layer.

4.3.5. Summary

The analytical data supports the characterization of the original finish of the first-floor,

northwest chamber to be a copper resinate and oil mixture. As evident in cross-secfion

photomicrographs, individual green pigment particles - most likely verdigris - are also

suspended within the layer either added intentionally to provide more color or as the

result of incomplete dissolution in preparafion of the copper resinate. The door to the

hall was possibly grained to imitate mahogany. The original finishes of the baseboards,

surbase and plaster are unknown due to the lack of original building material. A

summary of the first-generation finishes of the first-floor, northwest chamber are outlined

in Table 4.
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Table 4: SinviMARY of urst-generation finishes

First-Floor, Northwest Chamber





layer (Figure F-37, sample 91). The autofluorescence of this layer in ultraviolet light

is not characteristic of limewash, as was observed on the plaster walls of the parlor.

Directly above the sealant is an opaque, tannish-pink color paint that contains individual

red pigment particles. There is no evidence of wallpaper fibers above the plaster sealant

to indicate the possible existence of wallpaper in the first generation.

Sample 76, from the drawing room baseboard, also shows evidence of a shellac sealant

within the fibers of the wood substrate. The first generation consists of a white primer,

dark brown top coat, and translucent, resinous finish coat. The finish varnish coat likely

consists of a plant resin due to its whifish fluorescence in ultraviolet light (Figure F-35b.,

sample 76).

4.4.1.2. Fluorescent stains

Fluorescent staining of sample 47 (from an area of the overmantel frame molding),

suggests the presence of oil within the wood substrate; the sample shows a positive

reacfion to DCF for the presence of unsaturated lipids as indicated by a yellow

fluorescence (Figure F-27c., sample 47).

Fluorescent staining of cross-sections did not provide conclusive information regarding

the binding media of the first-generation paints. It is believed fluorescent staining

reactions may be able to be observed at higher magnifications.

Sample 91 from the plaster wall was stained with TTC to test for the presence of

carbohydrates. Wallpaper paste residue, usually in the form of a wheat starch paste, is a

carbohydrate-based material. Staining with TTC results in a strong positive reaction seen

™ Richard C. Wolbers. "Fluorescence Microscopy". Analytical Techniques in Consen'alion (Workshop

Notes, 1996), 9.
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throughout the paint layers and plaster substrate (Figure F-37c., sample 91). This pattern

of staining within the cross-section matrix is not consistent with the reaction ofTTC with

starch paste - typically seen as a thin line below the paper surface. Instead, some other

strong reducing agent is likely responsible for the strong reaction with TTC.™

4.4.2. Polarized light microscopy

Stone color woodwork

The first-generation stone-color paint of the woodwork from sample 89 was isolated

for pigment identification with polarized light microscopy. When viewed at 500X

magnification, the pigment particles are white with an average particle size of

approximately one micrometer ( 1 |im). The majority of particles have index of refraction

higher than 1 .66. The particles also have a positive, high relief meaning the particles'

index of refraction differs from the mounting medium by 0.12 or more (np^,,^>1.78).

With crossed polars, some particles are visible indicating the presence of anisotropic,

birefringent particles. Both isotropic and anisotropic particles are seen simultaneously

at slightly crossed polars (20°). The white particles are highly birefracting. These

properties indicate pigment identifications of lead white with a small amount of whiting.

Additional pigments are observed in the dispersions but only at an extremely low

concentration. Anisotropic red and orange particles are observed that have a refractive

index greater than 1 .66; this classifies the particles in the iron oxide category, with a

specific identification as red ochre. Multiple sampling of the stone-colored paint was

required to obtain a dispersion with a definitive amount of red ochre particles. This

suggests that the paints were extremely finely ground and the pigments well dispersed

throughout the paint; this then indicates a high level of craft of those preparing the paints.
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Dark brown baseboards

PLM of the first-generation, dark brown paint of the drawing room baseboard was

not performed yet analysis was completed for the first-generation baseboard paint of

the parlor. It is believed that the baseboard paint of the parlor is representative of the

baseboard paint of the drawing room. See section 4.2.2 for PLM results of the parlor

baseboard paint.

Tannish-pink plaster fields

Lead white, whiting and red ochre are identified in the pigment dispersion of the first-

generation tannish-pink paint of the drawing room plaster fields (sample 91). Small black

particles are observed in cross-secfion photomicrographs of sample 91 yet they are not

isolated in the pigment dispersion; it is possible this black pigment is carbon black.

4.4.3. Instrumental analysis

4.4.3.L FTIR microspectroscopy

Table 5 outlines the results of samples from the drawing room analyzed by FTIR.

Table 5: FTIR Microspectroscopy Results- Drawing Room





FTIR analysis of the first-generation paint of the woodwork (sample 89) and the first-

generation paint above the plaster (sample 91) produce spectra indicative of an oil

medium with metal drier (Figures H-8 and H-9a.).

Analysis of material scraped from the surface of the plaster substrate indicates the major

composition to be calcite (lime, calcium carbonate) (Figure H-9b., sample 91). A minor

amount of oil is evidenced with hydrocarbon (C-H) stretches at 2925 and 2854cm-';

the oil has likely been absorbed into the plaster to a small degree from the paint layer

above. Strong antisymmetric and symmetric hydroxyl (0-H) stretches occur at 3691 and

3643cm"' and are possibly due to the presence of slaked lime (Ca(0H)2) which has not

completely carbonated to form calcium carbonate (CaCO,).^'

Sampling the sealant produces a unique FTIR spectrum (Figure H-9c.). As previously

described, staining of the cross-section with TTC for the presence of carbohydrates

yielded a strong positive reaction. However, the FTIR spectrum does not have strong

peaks characteristic of a carbohydrate composition; carbohydrates have strong, broad

bands at about lOSOcm"' due to carbon-oxygen stretching as well as strong bands at about

3300cm"' due to hydroxyl groups. The strong staining reaction ofTTC is instead likely

due to the presence of some other reducing compound rather than a carbohydrate.^^

The strongest peak of the spectrum is carbonate stretching from calcite which could

have been accidentally sampled from the plaster substrate. While the remaining peaks

do not easily match available reference spectra, the peak at 1380cm"' suggests the

possible presence of a nitrate component. The stretches between 3500 and 3200cm' are

characteristic of water of hydration and the carbon-hydrogen stretches between 3000 and

^^ The sealant layer, as seen in cross-section, is the one area where the positive red-brown staining color

does not occur. Instead, this layer retains a bluish-white autofluorescence.
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2800cm'' are characteristic of a low-boiling hydrocarbon.

It was hoped that the composition of the plaster sealant could be identified by FTIR;

however, isolation of this layer proved difficult, in part because it is so thin and so

translucent it is difficult to confidently acquire a sample. Therefore characterization was

not feasible; one possibility is that a clearcole type of sealant was used.

FTIR analysis of the first-generation, dark brown paint of the drawing room baseboard

was not performed yet analysis was completed for the first-generation baseboard paint

of the parlor. It is believed that the baseboard paint of the parlor is representative of the

baseboard paint of the drawing room. See section B.3.a. sample 85 for FTIR results of

the parlor baseboard paint.

4.4.3.2. SEM-EDS

Sample 91 was analyzed with SEM-EDS to understand the elemental composifion of

the plaster substrate and first-generation paint. Despite the carbon coating achieved

for sample preparation, analysis was not successfijl due to excessive charging on the

cross-section surface (Figure I-6b.). When the sample was removed from the SEM

chamber after analysis, a coating appears to have seeped out of the cross-section and

been deposited on the sample surface, thus disrupting the carbon film. It is possible that

the carbon coating applied to the sample was too thin and therefore did not dissipate

the intense energy of the electron beam. As a result, the energy of the beam caused the

sample to vaporize or bum.

4.4.3.3. GC-MS

Samples from the drawing room were not analyzed by GC-MS.
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4.4.4. Color matching with colorimeter

Sample 50 - door to stairhall, stile





Sample 91 - plaster field





The best commercial match for the baseboard paint of the drawing room is Benjamin

Moore® Color Preview™ 2113-10 "chocolate sundae" with a AE of 3.12. See section

4.2.4 for the reference swatch for this color.

4.4.5 Summary

The original color scheme of the drawing room consisted of stone colored woodwork,

tannish-pink colored plaster fields and dark brown baseboards. The doors were originally

painted the same stone color as the woodwork. A summary of the first-generation finishes

of the drawing room are outlined in Table 6.

Table 6: Summary of first-generation finishes

Drawing Room





4.5. Results - Second-floor, southeast chamber

4.5.1. Cross-section microscopy

4.5.1.1. Reflected visible and ultraviolet light

Sample 82, from the baseboard, is the only cross-section of all samples from throughout

the house that shows evidence of the use of possible iron oxide red pigment within the

primer layer applied directly to the wood substrate (Figure F-47b.). This is not sufficient

data to suggest the application of a red iron oxide primer - what was often used the

eighteenth century. The amount of red pigment evident in the layer is minimal and thus

its presence is possibly the result of contamination from the paint mixing and application

process. The wood substrate also shows evidence of a shellac sealant within its fibers,

discernible in ultraviolet light as a pale orange autofluorescence.

Above the wood substrate is a white primer layer followed by a stone color finish paint

(Figures F-42 and F-43, samples 81 and 90). Both layers have a strong autofluorescence

in ultraviolet light.

Sample 104 was taken from the plaster wall (Figures F-52 and F-53). Careful attention

was made to acquire the original browncoat and plaster of the wall. Coarse hair strands

are seen in the browncoat of the uncast sample with examination at 30X magnification

with a stereomicroscope. Above the coarse, granular brown coat is a thick layer of white

plaster finish coat. The plaster sealant is visible on the surface of the plaster finish coat

as a thin translucent, tannish layer. The autofluorescence of this layer in ultraviolet light

is not characteristic of limewash, as was observed on the plaster walls of the parlor;

instead, the sealant could be a clearcole treatment. The surface of the sealant appears

disrupted in some areas to suggest that is was perhaps mechanically scraped or sanded at

some point. Above the sealant is a white paint layer. The texture of the white paint is not
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consistent with eighteenth-century paints and its slight sparkly appearance in ultraviolet

light suggests the paint media to be an emulsion paint (a typical composition of mid- to

late-ineteenth century paints)/'^ Thus, the cross-section photomicrograph of sample 104

suggests that the plaster and sealant is original, eighteenth-century material but the finish

coat above the sealant is not. Furthermore, there is no evidence of wallpaper fibers above

the plaster sealant to indicate the possible existence of wallpaper in the first generation.

Sample 55 from the baseboard indicates the first generation consisted of a white primer,

dark brown top coat and translucent, resinous finish coat. The finish varnish coat likely

consists of a plant resin due to its whitish fluorescence in ultraviolet light (Figure F-49b.,

sample 55).

4.5.1.2. Fluorescent stains

Fluorescent staining of sample 90, from the door to the drawing room, suggests the

presence of oil within the wood substrate; the sample shows a positive reaction to DCF

for the presence of unsaturated lipids as indicated by a yellow fluorescence (Figure

F-43c.). Faint red positive staining for the presence of saturated lipids is seen in the

primer layer. Reaction to fluorescent staining of the first-generation finish coat is not

observed likely due to the high pigment to binder ratio.

Sample 104 from the plaster wall was stained with TTC to test for the presence of

carbohydrates (Figure F-52e.). Wallpaper paste residue, usually in the form of a wheat

starch paste, is a carbohydrate-based material. In cross-sections where wallpaper is

known to have existed, the positive deep red reaction color for the presence of starch

paste is usually seen as a thin line below the paper surface. Starch paste that penetrates

'° Susan L. Buck. Personal communication, June 2003.
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cracks within the substrate or earlier finish layers will also produce a red reaction when

exposed to TTC. While positive reactions for the presence of carbohydrates are apparent

in the cross-section, the pattern of staining does not provide compelling evidence for the

presence of wall paper paste above the limewash This analysis does not definitively

conclude that the walls of the parlor were not wallpapered in the first generation. One

can only say that conclusive evidence of a wallpaper treatment was not found in the

sample analyzed.

Sample 104 was stained with TSQ to test for the presence of zinc. A positive reaction is

seen in the first-generation, white paint layer as a bluish, sparkly appearance (Figure

F-52f.). This suggests the presence of zinc but is not considered to be a conclusive

idenfificafion. Zinc may be present as zinc white (ZnO) which would indicate an

application date post 1834.

4.5.2. Polarized light microscopy

Stone color woodwork

The first-generation stone-color paint of the woodwork from sample 90 was isolated

for pigment identification with polarized light microscopy. Examination of the pigment

particles yields the identification of lead white, whiting and red ochre - the same

pigments identified in the stone color paints of the parlor and drawing room.

White paint of plaster walls

Zinc white particles are identified in the dispersed pigment sample of the first-generation

paint from the plaster wall, sample 104. The particles closely match a reference

dispersion of zinc white; the particles have an index of refraction greater than 1.66 and

are only lightly birefracting. The presence of zinc white is supported with a bright yellow
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fluorescence of the particles as viewed under ultraviolet light." The presence of zinc

white dates the application of the paint to post- 1834; therefore, the paint was not present

during William Corbit's lifetime (1746-1818). Whiting is also identified in the pigment

dispersion.

Dark brown baseboard

PLM of the first-generation, dark brown paint of the second-floor, southeast chamber

baseboard was not performed yet analysis was completed for the first-generation

baseboard paint of the parlor It is believed that the baseboard paint of the parlor is

representative of the baseboard paint of the second-floor, southeast chamber. See section

4.2.2 for PLM results of the parlor baseboard paint.

4.5.3. Instrumental analysis

4.5.3.1. FTIR microspectroscopy

Table 7 ouflines the results of samples from the second-floor, southeast chamber analyzed

by FTIR.

Table 7: FTIR Microspectroscopy Results - Second-Floor, Soittheast Chamber





chamber is characteristic of lead white in a drying oil (Figure H-10, sample 90).

The second-generation paint of surbase sample 56 was analyzed for interest. FTIR

spectra suggest the major component of the sample to be a metal drier in a drying oil;

other components include Prussian blue, clay and quartz (Figure H-1 la., H-1 lb., sample

56). The pigment Prussian blue (Fe^[Fe(CN)j3) is evident with the characteristic

[Fe(C=N)J^ ion stretching band at 2086cm"'. Clay, or some general hydrated aluminum

silicate (Al2Si205(OH)^, is apparent with slight 0-H stretching bands at 3700 and

3622cm"', asymmetric Si-O-Si stretching bands from 1 100 to 1000cm"', and an Si-0

stretching band at 914cm"'. Quartz (silicon dioxide, SiO^) is evident by characteristic,

weak doublet stretches at 794 and 779cm"'; quartz would also contribute to asymmetric

Si-O-Si stretching bands from 1 100 to 1000cm"'.

FTIR analysis of the first-generation, dark brown paint of the second-floor, southeast

chamber baseboard was not performed yet analysis was completed for the first-generation

baseboard paint of the parior It is believed that the baseboard paint of the parlor is

representative of the baseboard paint of the second-floor, southeast chamber. See section

B.3.a. sample 85 for FTIR results of the parior baseboard paint.

4.5.3.2. SEM-EDS

Samples from the second-floor, southeast chamber were not analyzed by SEM-EDS.

4.5.3.3. GC-MS

Samples from the second-floor, southeast chamber were not analyzed by GC-MS.
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4.5.4, Color matching with colorimeter

Sample 90 - door to drawing room

First-generation paint

Color System Coordinates

„„,,,„ H(hue) V (value) C (chroma)
MunsellHV/C ^^y 7.0 2.7

L* (black to white) a* (green to red) b* (blue to yellow)

CIEL*a*b* 70.95 -3.11 +19.58

Benjamin Moore® Color Preview™ HC-9 1 "danville tan"

f V-II OR SVSTKM ( Vv^RniNATFs"

H (hue) V (value) C (chroma)
MunsellHV/C 42Y 6.9 2.8

L* (black to white) a* (green to red) b* (blue to yellow)

CIEL*a*b* 69.72 -104 +19.71

NOTE: Color match is not provided due to lack of printer calibration for color

rendering.

The AE value for the color difference between the first-generation paint layer of Corbit-

Sharp House second-floor, southeast chamber sample 90 and the best commercial match,

Benjamin Moore® Color Preview™ HC-91 "danville tan", is AE = 2.41
.
The commercial

color swatch is a good numeric as well as visual match
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The best commercial match for the baseboard paint of the drawing room is Benjamin

Moore® Color Preview™ 2113-10 "chocolate sundae" with a AE of 4.39. See section

4.2.4 for the reference swatch for this color

4.5.5 Summary

The original color scheme of the second-floor, southeast chamber consisted of stone

colored woodwork and dark brown baseboards. The doors were originally painted the

same stone color as the woodwork. The original finish of the eighteenth-century plaster

walls was not present in the sample acquired; further work is necessary to sample and

identify plaster with the original finish. A summary of the first-generation finishes of the

drawing room are outlined in Table 8.

Table 8: Summary of nRST-GENERAXioN finishes

Second-Floor, Southeast Chamber





Chapters

Interpretation of Finishes

The technical analysis of the finishes in four key rooms provides new information about

the composition of the first-generation finishes in the Corbit-Sharp House. It also gives

unusual insight into eighteenth-century painting practices in a small Delaware tovm.

Based on the colors of the original finishes, the study contributes to an understanding

of the deliberate choices made by William Corbit for the interior palette of his country

mansion and enhances the greater body of research aimed at understanding the

appearance and room use of eighteenth-century interiors. Finally, the analysis offers

the opportunity for paint archaeology, to approximately date individual layers and to

distinguish between original and added elements, especially in a building such as the

Corbit-Sharp House where rooms have been altered over time.

In the wood trim samples taken for this study, the wood substrate consistently has

evidence of a shellac sealant trapped in its fibers - identifiable in ultraviolet light as a

pale orange autofluorescence. Cross-section staining also indicates the presence of oil

within the fibers of the wood substrate. The significance of this treatment is that it reveals

that the wood was well-sealed with shellac and oil prior to painting. Eighteenth-century

recipe books often suggest the application of two or three primer coats and one or two

finish coats to adequately coat the surface.*' This is evidently not how the Corbit House

woodwork was treated. Instead, the use of oil and shellac to pre-treat the wood meant the

application of multiple primer and finish coats was not necessary. Evidence for the use

of shellac as a sealant has been characterized by fluorescence microscopy in cross-section

examination of wood substrate samples from other eighteenth-century buildings, yet a

^' Ian Bristow. "House Painting in Britain," Paint in America: The Colors ofHistoric Buildings. Roger W.

Moss. ed. (New York; John WUey & Sons. Inc.. 1994). 49.
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period reference for this treatment has not yet been found. ''^ Identification of shellac has

yet to be confirmed by other analytical methods.

Based on the combined methods of analysis, it was determined that the compositions

of the first-generation paints were of notably high quality. For the stone color paints of

the parlor, drawing room and second floor, southeast chamber, the paints were found to

contain mostly lead white, an opaque and relatively expensive white pigment. The strong

hiding power of lead white would also explain the lack of mulfiple primer and finish

coats. Neither iron nor calcium is detected in the first-generation paint with SEM-EDS,

even with spot analysis, although the presence of red ochre (FCjOj) and whiting (CaCO,)

was identified by PLM. This suggests that the whiting (a cheap extender) and colored

pigment red ochre are present at a very low concentration and is well dispersed though

the paint. A formula for a 'dark stone color' is given by Hezekiah Reynolds in Directions

for House and Ship Painting (1812) contained six pounds of lead white, eight ounces

of yellow ochre, and Vi gill of lamp black.^^ Black pigment particles were not identified

with PLM analysis of the stone color paints of the Corbit House yet were intermittently

observed in uncast paint samples with the aid of the stereomicroscope. The small ratio of

lead white to ochre and lamp black listed in Reynolds' period recipe may help to explain

the analytical results of SEM-EDS and PLM.

Exact color identification is a problematic aspect of architectural finishes research. Good

color matching depends on an adequate and representative sample. However, the nature

^ Susan L. Buck. "The Benjamin Waller House: Interior Woodwork Cross-Section Microscopy Report,"

unpublished report. Historic Paint and Architectural Services (1999); Susan Buck. "Tudor Place: Interior

Paint Study Cross-Section Microscopy Report." unpublished report. Historic Paint and Architectural

Services (2002); Susan Buck, personal communicatioa June 2003; Catherine Matsea "Cross-Section

Microscopy Report: Architectural Fragments CoIIectioa" unpublished report. Colonial Williamsburg

Foundation (2002); Catherine Matsea "Cross-Section Microscopy Report: Shirley Plantatioa"

unpubhshed report. Colonial Williamsburg Foundation (2002).

*' A gill is equal to five fluid oimces in British Imperial measure.
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of hand-ground paints is such that particle dispersion is not necessarily uniform and

therefore slight differences in color can occur within a single batch of paint and especially

between batches. Even with the best samples for color matching, paint discoloration is

inevitable, not easily measurable and thus complicates the original color identification of

architectural paints. The unstable nature of oil paint media causes them to darken to a

yellow-brown color when placed in darkness (either located behind an object or covered

over with another finish layer) and causes a blanching affect when exposed to light.

Blanching results in a reduction of glossiness and faded appearance. In addition to media

deterioration, fugitive pigments present in a paint layer may cause discoloration. The

degree of discoloration that occurs with historic paints is not measurable and therefore

color matching is never exact. There are some commonly pracficed procedures employed

to compensate for the discoloration of oil paint but these were not carried out for this

analysis because the additional variables of excessive bleaching of the media, possible

degradation of pigments, and the accelerated aging caused by the typical light-bleaching

methods. Future research could include controlled light bleaching with frequent

color measurements to assess and document any changes that take place over time.

Identification of the pigments in the first-generation paints of the Corbit-Sharp House

shows that they are all stable and non-fugitive.

Despite the precision and sophistication of color matching as practiced with a

colorimeter, the best commercial matches provide only one aspect of visual quality of

the paints. They by no means accurately represent the eighteenth-century appearance

in terms of gloss and texture of the paints as applied in the rooms. However, the color

matches are extremely useful in understanding the color palette used throughout the

house The color of finishes is only one aspect of interior decoration to be considered

and must be incorporated with research as to the fijmishings, fabrics, and wall and floor

treatments of a room.
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5.1 Parlor

An important aspect to consider when investigating and interpreting eighteenth-century

interiors is the use of wallpaper Research of Georgian house interiors suggests there

are relationships between the paint colors applied to woodwork and the treatment of

plaster walls. Rooms with woodwork painted pale ochre, stone, and oflf-white colors

were frequently combined with wallpaper during the second half of the eighteenth

century. Conversely, rooms with strong and vivid paint colors on the trim were often not

accompanied with wallpaper*^

The original color of the parlor woodwork was matched to a stone color, yet no evidence

of wallpaper was found to exist on the plaster walls. This analysis does not definitively

conclude that the walls of the parlor were not wallpapered in the first generafion. It

can only be said that conclusive evidence of a wallpaper treatment was not found in the

samples analyzed. Certainly William Corbit had the sophistication, wealth, and means to

acquire fashionable wallpaper of the period. More importantly, the lack of evidence for

wallpaper in the parlor does not change its interpretation as a space for public reception

and entertainment.

According to research of eighteenth-century wallpaper in America, Plunket Fleeson, a

Philadelphia upholsterer, first announced in 1769 that he had for sale "American Paper

Hangings...manufactured in Philadelphia...not inferior to those generally imported".*'

Although documentation is scarce, imported wallpaper, both plain and patterned, was

available in Philadelphia and other major port cities prior to this date and had probably

*^ Margaret Beck Pritchard and Willie Graham. "Rethinking Two Houses at Colonial Williamsburg",

Antiques Magazine O'^nuan 1996). 168.

*^ Catherine Lynn. Wallpaper in America: From the Sewnteenth Century to World War I {New York:

W.W.Norton & Company, 1980), 107.
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come into moderate use by the 1 740s.**^ Imported paper hangings were first advertised

in the colonies in 1737 and domestic manufacture was begun prior to 1763.^^ In a 1767

letter Benjamin Franklin writes to his wife Deborah about their home in Philadelphia:

"I suppose the blue Room is too blue, the Wood being of the same colour

w/the Paper and looks too dark. I would have you finish it as soon as you

can, thus. Paint the Wainscot a dead white; Paper the Walls blue, & tack

the Gilt Border round just above the Surbase and under the Cornish. If the

Paper is not equal Coloured when pasted on, let it be brush'd over again

w/the same colour: and let the Papier machee musical Figures be tack'd

to the middle of the Cieling; when this is done, I think it will look very

well."^^

In Philadelphia and elsewhere in the colonies, plain colored wallpapers were an

altemafive to painted plaster walls and blue seems to have been the most popular choice

ofAmerican customers. ^^ Although evidence of wallpaper was not found in this analysis,

it is a disfinct possibility that William Corbit papered the parlor given the vogue for

wallpaper treatments among the colony's elite after the mid-eighteenth century. Research

into the basis of a Quaker "domestic interior" has received minimal scholarship; further

investigation, both in theory and in practice, is necessary to better understand this aspect

of the socio-historical study of the sect.'"

*= Horace L. Hotchkiss. Jr., "Wallpaper from the Shop of Wilham Poyntell," Winterthur Portfolio, Volume

4(1968). 33.

"^ Teresa Green, "The Birth of the American Paint Industry." M. A. thesis. Universit\ of Delaware (1965),

36.

"^ Letter to Deborah Franklin, date Londoa June 22. 1767; quoted in Edward M. Riley, "Franklins Home,"

Historic Philadelphia: From the Founding until the Early Nineteenth Century (Philadelphia: American

Philosophical Society, 1953), 154.

'*" Catherine Lynn. Wallpaper in America: From the Se\'enteenth Century to World War I (New Yorii:

W.W.Norton & Company. 1980). 148.

''" Previous theses relating to this subject include Sara Margaret Pennell's "The Quaker Domestic

Interior. Pliiladelpliia 1780-1830: An Artifactual Investigation of tlie 'Quaker Estlietic' at Wyck House.

Philadelpliia and CoUen Brook Farm, Upper Daiby. Pennsylvania," Master of Science thesis. University

of Pennsylvania, 1992. and Susan L. Gariinkers "Disciphne. Discourse and Deviation: the Material Life

of Philadelphia Quakers, 1762-1781," Master of Arts thesis. University of Delaware, 1986.
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Samples from the parlor door clearly show the presence of a graining sequence in the

first generation, likely painted to imitate mahogany. This was an extremely fashionable,

high-style treatment in the eighteenth century that would have elevated the decorative

sophistication of the room. The analysis did not reveal evidence of an eighteenth-

century finish on the plaster walls. Applied to the original plaster finish coat is a layer

of limewash and directly above this is an off-white paint layer that contains zinc white, a

pigment that was only commercially available after 1834.

5.2 First-floor, northwest chamber

As tends to be the case with eighteenth-century gentry houses, the architecture reflects

room hierarchy and function.^' The architectural elements of the Corbit-Sharp House

parlor, designed to be an impressive public space, include a broken pediment above a

crossetted door architrave, a fireplace mantel, cornice with dentil molding and raised

panel wainscoting extending around the room. In addition, the crossetted feature of the

door architrave is repeated in the window architraves, overmantel frame and fireplace

opening. The original architectural woodwork of the first-floor, northwest chamber,

on the other hand, includes a comparafively plain door architrave.^ The neat and plain

appointment of the back chamber would imply its use as a secondary space compared to

Edward A. Chappell. "Looking at Buildings." Fresh Ach'ices: A Research Supplement to the Colonial

Williamsburg Interpreter 5 (1984). i-vi.

Most of the woodwork in the northeast chamber is reconstructed from the 1938-1942 restoration; the

only original woodworic is the door, door architrave and right closet door Lindsey writes. "Originally

the cornice extended only across the paneled end. h was decided, however, to extend it around the entire

room. Old cornice was salvaged from an old house being razed in Philadelphia, and after cleaning off

the paint and repairing the fret was erected." The original paneling of the first-floor, northwest chamber,

with the exception of the overmantel, was removed in the nineteenth century; a photograph of the

fireplace circa 1932 shows the original raised-panel overmantel (Figure A-2). It is not clear from

Lindsey "s restoration account whether the original overmantel was included in the restored paneling of

the east wall. On-site examination with a 30X hand-held monocular microscope of most areas of the

paneling indicates it is restoration-era woodwork because there are no early paint generations. Low areas

of the o\ermantel did not rexeal the presence of early paint generations perhaps because these areas were

mechanically scraped during the restoration. If the o\ ermantel is original, examination with a ladder of

higher areas may yield evidence of first-generation paint
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the parlor.

The first-generation presentation surface of this chamber was composed of a copper

resinate glaze with verdigris pigment particles within. This was considered a costly finish

not only due to the expense of verdigris but also because the preparation and applicafion

of the copper resinate and/or verdigris finish would have required the skill of an

experienced painter. A period recipe for the composition of a verdigris glaze is provided

8oz French verdigris

l/2oz Sugar of Lead

4oz Linseed oil

Grind these very fine and add 4oz white paint ground in oil

4oz Spirits of Turpenfine

6oz Turpenfine vamish^^

A treatment of this kind would have been a deliberate demonstrafion of Corbit's wealth

The use of such materials is significant to the interpretafion of the room and its funcfion

and provides greater understanding of William Corbit and his tastes. While the 1978

paint analysis of the first-floor chamber attributed a dark green color paint as the first-

generafion finish, it did not characterize the finish as a copper resinate glaze and did not

identify verdigris pigment particles.

It is obvious that the architecture of the Corbit House is related in form and plan to

important Philadelphia houses of the period; yet it is not completely understood to

what extent Corbit's choices of interior finishes were also influenced by Philadelphia

pracfices. The only physical evidence of verdigris found by paint analyst Frank S. Welsh

"' Timothy Fishwkk. M1SCELL4NK4 CURIOSA or a Memorandum ofMany Useful Receipts. 1795-1816.

Transcribed by Christopher Ohrstrom, Victoria and Albert Museum 86.HH.75.
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in an eighteenth-century Philadelphia building is from the Senate Chamber of Congress

Hall, Independence Square Buildings. As explained in his 1995 report, Welsh sampled

finishes from original architectural elements from this room.'^'' The first-generation finish

of the plaster dado (circa 1793-1795) is described as a strong green, low-gloss, oil-based

paint with the pigments verdigris, white lead, calcium carbonate and minor amounts of

yellow ochre and red iron oxide.^^ Welsh's paint analysis and documentary research

of eighteenth-century Philadelphia-area residences, such as the country seats along the

Schuylkill River, has not yet yielded solid evidence of the use of verdigris based paints

and glazes.

In New Castle, Delaware, a verdigris-based paint was discovered on plaster walls of the

George Read II House, built between 1797 and 1804. Paint analyst Matthew Mosca

determined the original finish of the plaster walls in the back chamber to be finished

with a lime casein paint of whiting and verdigris.^ Mosca matches the color of the flat,

green distemper finish to Munsell chip lOG 7/4. It must be stressed, however, that the

dates attributed to the Senate Chamber plaster dado and the period of construction of

the George Read n House are much later than the Corbit-Sharp House. In addition, the

descriptions of the verdigris-based finishes applied to the plaster walls are apparently a

different treatment than that found on the Corbit-Sharp House woodwork.

Documentation from General John Cadwalader's Philadelphia mansion suggests the

possible use of verdigris paint. The house, once located on Second Street, was built in

1760 by Samuel Rhoads. It was later purchased by General John Cadwalader who made

''' The original architectural elements from the room exist as fragments. They are accessioned musemn

objects with the Independence National Historic Paik.

'' Frank S. Welsh. "Comparative Microscopical Paint & Color Analysis: Independence Square Buildings,

Congress Hall." (Januan 27. 1995). 5.

'^ Matthew J. Mosca. "Historic Paint Analysis Report; George Read 11 House." unpublished report

(September 15. 1981). 29.
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major alterations and improvements to the house beginning in 1770. The plain interior

appointments were replaced with elaborate woodwork, caivings and plasterwork. With

the redecorating came the application of new paint; a document recording the work done

by painter Anthony de Normandie for General John Cadwalader in 1771 amounted to:

1 34 yards green 88 yards of mahogany

1 ,053 Vi ditto 3 times done 2 1 6 ditto blue walls & ceiling finished

813 do twice done 124 do yellow do

265 % do once done 39 do once done blue do

64 '/2 do lead color do^^

Other evidence suggests that the blue color was used in the large, front parlor and

the yellow in the back parlor. Due to the large amount of green listed in the bill, it is

assumed that the green paint was applied in the upper floors.^" Though it cannot be

confirmed, it is possible that verdigris was the green pigment used for this paint.

Further research and paint analysis is therefore needed to understand the extent of

verdigris-based finishes specifically in colonial Philadelphia; therefore, the broader body

of research of colonial interiors serves to understand the context of finishes in the Corbit-

Sharp House. Verdigris treatments were extremely popular during the eighteenth century

and have been found in other colonial era gentry houses such as George Washington's

Mount Vernon (1775, redecorated 1785); Thomas Jefferson's Monticello (c. 1770-1782);

the Benjamin Waller House (c. 1749), the Brush-Everard House (c. 1755), and the James

Geddy House (c. 1760s) in Williamsburg, Virginia; and the Hart-Choate House (c.l757-

'^ BUI (Historical Society of Pennsv Ivania) reproduced in Nicholas B. Wainwright. Colonial Grandeur in

Philadelphia: The House and Furniture ofGeneralJohn Cadwalader (Philadelphia: The Historical

Societ\ of Pennsylvania. 1964), 30.

'8 Nicholas B. Wainwright Colonial Grandeur in Philadelphia: The House and Furniture ofGeneralJohn

Cadwalader (Philadelphia: The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 1964), 30.
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1761) from Ipswich, Massachusetts.^^

The Gunston Hall Room Use Study provides the most compelling indication for the

original function of the first-floor, northwest chamber of the Corbit-Sharp House.

Gunston Hall (1759), located in Mason Neck, Virginia, was built by George Mason

(1725-1792), a successful planter, political figure and author of the Virginia Declaration

of Rights. Paint analysis completed by Frank S. Welsh revealed the applicafion of a

verdigris glaze as the second-generation finish of the first-floor chamber. The application

date of this finish layer is uncertain yet it is known that the redecoration occurred later

in George Mason's lifetime; it is possible the repainting coincided with Mason's second

marriage in 1780."*

Records of Gunston Hall clearly indicate the role of the first-floor chamber - located just

off the front passage - as command central for the mistress of the house. The Ounston

Hall Room Use Study explains how the centrally located room played a vital role in the

domestic management of the Mason's large plantation as well as the management of the

household. It served as a combination bed chamber, dressing room, work room and place

to socialize with family members and intimate friends. The Room Use Study also notes:

See Susan L. Buck. "Mount Vernon; Small Dining Room Paint Analysis." unpublished report. Historic

Paint and Architectural Services (2000). 40; Susan L. Buck. "The Benjamin Waller House: Interior

Woodwork Cross-section Microscopy Report." unpublished report. Historic Paint and Architectural

Services (1999). 4; Susan L. Buck. "The Hart-Choate House; Cross-section Microscopy Report."

unpublished report Historic Paint and Architectural Services (2000). 62; Margaret Beck Pritchard and

Wilhe Graham. "Rethinking Two Houses at Colonial Williamsburg". Antiques Magazine (January

1996). 168; Willie Graham, personal communication. June 2003.

' Gunston Hall Room Use Study. http;//wAvw.gunstonhalI.org/architecture/roomuse/clues.htinl (April 26.

2003).
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"...as the idea of the nuclear family became increasingly strong throughout

the century and the mother's role became more concerned with raising and

educating her children, the Chamber would have been an important focus

of mother/child relationships."'"'

Further clues that suggest the function of the room as command central for the

management of the household are the two large, deep closets on either side of the

chimney. Records of the house indicate that the right closet contained Ann Mason's

wardrobe while the other closet held "smaller or more precious stores for the Table".

Research suggests that "smaller stores seem to include tea and tea containers, sugar and

sugar containers, pepper boxes, butter pots, mustard pots, spice boxes and/or spices, and

"physicks" or medicines.'"^ The room thus served as a distribution point for goods whose

quantities needed to be tracked by the mistress.

As at Gunston Hall, the first-floor chamber of the Corbit-Sharp House has two closets

equipped with locks and it was the mistress of the house who held the keys to such

closets where valuables were stored.'** The first-floor chamber of the Corbit-Sharp

House is also centrally located. The room has direct access to the front passage and

is nearest the back door of the house; this position would have allowed the mistress to

keep track of the comings and goings of household members. In addition, the first-floor

chamber has convenient access to the stairs leading to the original basement kitchen, as

the first-floor chamber is likely the room where the family would take its meals.

"" Gunston Hall Room Use Study, http://www.gunstonhall.org/architecture/roomuse/domesticspaces.htiiil

(April 26. 2003).

'"2 Ibid.

'« Ibid.

'0^ The inner configurations of the first-floor chamber closets of the Coibit-Sharp House are not trae to the

original. Restoration carpenter H.L. Lindsey explains in his 1942 restoration account: "...scalloped

shelves as mentioned in the cost sheet were omitted, and while it seems likely that the closet with

scrolled shelves had a wooden back constracted of wide beaded boards... it was decided to plaster the

entire side walls and ceilings of both closets". The cost sheet Lindsey refers to is the 1774 Bill of

Robert May and Compam

.
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Therefore, in the eighteenth century, the chamber was used not only for sleeping but was

considered a multi-purpose, private room primarily occupied by the mistress. Accordmg

to the connotation of the term 'chamber'

:

"Although sleeping arrangements varied greatly, the mistress often

occupied the chamber while her husband slept in the hall. As a result, the

chamber acquired a feminine association that informed its use by women

and children throughout the eighteenth century, even though husbands

often cohabitated there."'"^

Architectural historian Willie Graham proposes a theory about the use of verdigris-based

paints and glazes in the eighteenth century. At mid-century, verdigris was an extremely

popular color of finishes applied in public, entertaining spaces in houses of the extremely

wealthy. By the third quarter of the eighteenth century, the color is still extremely

fashionable and used in houses of the gentry, but by then it is used in secondary spaces as

well as well as prominent locations. For the first-floor northwest chamber of the Corbit

House, the choice has been made to apply a relatively expensive and flashy finish to what

is architecturally perhaps a secondary space. Despite the chamber's plain woodwork, it

likely served a semi-public role and was a room used as part of the entertainment circuit.

The room may also have been considered a public space for socializing on a small

scale, such as for teas and meals with close friends and relatives. Most importantly, the

chamber is dramatically differentiated from the other rooms of the house (or rather, from

the other three rooms analyzed for this study) with the application of a green, copper

resinate glaze. Such a treatment may be considered a form of distinction from the use of

other rooms in the house and may also be a way to compensate for the lack of other room

treatments.'"^

'»'' An Illustrated Glossary of Early Southern Architecture and Landscape, s.v. "chamber."

'"^ Willie Graham. Personal communication, June 2003.
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5.3 Drawing room

As with the parlor, the architecture of the drawing room reflects room hierarchy and

the original function as a formal entertaining space. '°^ The drawing room is by far the

most elaborate room in the house; its woodwork is similar to the great drawing room of

the Powel House in Philadelphia ( 1 765). The paint analysis has revealed original paint

colors that are very different from those matched in the 1978 analysis. The two previous

paint analyses identified the greenish-blue paint of the second generation as the original

finish coat, as they must have thought the underlying paint was simply a primer. Instead,

this paint layer, which is a stone color, is the original finish of the woodwork (with the

exception of the brown baseboards) and is similar in color to that of the first-floor parlor.

The first-generation paint above the plaster is a tannish-pink color; there is no evidence

of wallpaper fibers above the plaster sealant to indicate the existence of wallpaper in the

first generation, nor is wallpaper evident in later generations. It is not surprising that the

plaster fields of the drawing room were painted as opposed to papered. Wallpaper used

as a statement to indicate fashion consciousness would not be necessary in a room with

such refined architectural detail and high style. Perhaps for the same reason, the doors

of the drawing room are painted the same stone color as the woodwork; the doors are not

painted with a graining imitation.

5.4 Second-floor, southeast chamber

In this room, the two previous paint analyses also mistook the second-generation green

paint as the original finish coat. The first-generation finish of the woodwork is a stone

color, very similar to that of the parlor and drawing room. Unfortunately, the original

At the time of William Corbits death in 1818. however, the room was used as a bedchamber. John A.H.

Sweeney. Grandeur on the Appoqulnimink: The House of William Corbit at Odessa, Delaware (London:

Associated University Press, 1989). 43.
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wall plaster finish was not found in the sampling and analysis conducted for this study.

The original treatment of the plaster would undoubtedly have a great impact on the

chambers appearance and interpretation. It is possible the walls were originally hung

with paper in combination with the stone color woodwork. With such a treatment, the

room would emphasize Corbit's affluence and was perhaps considered the best chamber.

The room has a special relationship with direct access to the drawing room. One

possibility is that the original plaster finish of the walls was painted the same tannish-

pink color as the drawing room plaster fields. If this were the case, it would imply the

drawing room and adjacent chamber were used as a suite of rooms. The hierarchy of the

southeast chamber is slightly higher than of the other two chambers on the second floor.

All three second-floor chambers are finished with fielded paneling on the fireplace wall

yet only the southeast chamber has a mantel; the northwest and southwest chambers have

plain ovolo moldings around the fireplace openings.'"^ In comparison to the first-floor,

northwest chamber, the architectural hierarchy of the second-floor, southeast chamber

is more pronounced; the latter is appointed with a fireplace mantel and original cornice,

two elements absent in the first-floor, northwest chamber"^ These features disfinguish

the southeast room as a comparatively more impressive space such that this chamber was

possibly intended for guests when necessary. Eighteenth-century sleeping arrangements

were always in fluctuation since visitors, including friends and extended family members,

constantly changed the mix of household occupants. In addition, with the exception of

the mistress of the house and the elderly, individual family members, especially children.

Tlie second-floor, southwest chamber, with access to the attic, would have been the least important of

the chambers as this space would ha\e had the least amount of pri\ ac>

.

H.L. Lindsey writes in the 1942 restoration account of the first-floor, northwest chamber: "Originally

the cornice extended only across the paneled end. It was decided, however, to extend it around the

entire room. Old cornice was sal\ aged from an old house being razed in Philadelphia, and after cleaning

off the paint and repairing the fret, was erected."
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did not have their own rooms."" It is possible that the second-floor, southeast chamber

was typically used by William Corbit's as his bed chamber and that his wife slept in

the first-floor northwest chamber. In general, however, family members would have

moved their sleeping quarters to suit the visitors and the household arrangements of the

moment.'"

Gunston Hall Room Use Study. http://ww^.gunstonhall.org/architecture/roomuse/domesticspaces.htnil

(April 26. 2003).

Ibid.
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Conclusions

The results of this study provide new information regarding the original finishes of four

interior rooms of the Corbit-Sharp House. The original decorative schema is ascribed

to the deliberate choices made by William Corbit concerning the sophistication of his

mansion and contributed one aspect with respect to the hierarchies of interior space. The

well-carved woodwork was pretreated with a shellac and oil sealant in preparation for

the finishes; the finishes themselves were of the highest quality and applied by a trained

craftsperson.

The original finish of the first-floor, northwest chamber - a copper resinate glaze with

verdigris - is markedly different from the other three spaces analyzed. The unique

treatment of the first-floor chamber is a profound selection that discretely distinguishes

the space from its architecture and from the finishes of the other three rooms. The

woodwork of the parlor, drawing room and second-floor, southeast chamber was

originally painted a stone color. The stone color represent a relatively muted color

palette that perhaps served as a backdrop for more elaborate fiamishings, textiles or

even possibly wallpaper. Unfortunately, the original finishes of the plaster walls of the

parlor and second-floor, southeast chamber were not found for this investigation. The

original treatment of the plaster would have tremendous influence on the appearance

and interpretation of these two rooms. It must be strongly stressed that the choices of

finishes are only one facet of the rooms' decor. The finishes treatments would have been

considered in conjunction with the room furnishings and level of architecture. Thus,

this research provides key information for interpreting the original appearances of these

rooms and painting them with the appropriate first-period finishes. But the physical

record is incomplete and will have to be filled out by fiarther research into the surviving
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finishes and decoration of comparable houses, as well as further investigation of written

documents such as invoices, wills, diaries and correspondence related to the Corbit-Sharp

House and other residences of the same quality and time period.
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APPENDIX A

Figure A-

1

Corbit-Sharp House, Odessa Delaware

Front, east elevation

Photograph by author, August 2002
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APPENDIX A

Figure A-2

Fireplace mantel and overmantel; first-floor, northwest chamber (below)
From George Fletcher Bennett. EarlyArchitectuic ofDelaware. New York: Historical Press, Inc..

1932. Page 187.
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APPENDIX B

Figure B-1

Corbit-Sharp House; first-floor plan

From John AH. Sweeney. Grandeur on theAppoquinimink: The House of William

Corbit at Odessa, Delaware. Second Edition. London: Associated University Press.

1989. Page 41.

Fl

first-floor,

northwest chamber

iT^

parlor

Figure B-2

Corbit-Sharp House; second-floor plan

From John A.H. Sweeney. Grandeur on theAppoquinimink: The House of William

Corbit at Odessa. Delaware. Second Edition. London: Associated Uni\ ersit\ Press.

1989. Page 41.

second-floor,

southeast chamber

drawing room
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Figure C-1 Winterthur Memorandum May 31, 1978; page 1 of 4

Historic Houses of Odessa Archives, Winterthur Museum curatorial files

M K M O R A •«• n tl M fE-y 11 , 1 ?7a

TOr Horace Uotchlciss

ekjJtL: A.1UW tUp? and Mlch.ial Br-jHp

SX'BJEC;: Original paint lfly»>rs in thB Fdr.or aoC KaxLar Eedro.-.r ->r rht
iicbt. floor 3f thrt C;:%-Mr-ShsL;r House,

Uiree i.iiClivis yara used to determine the orLginfll fitfare coatioigs:

a) lo^liiiK .'iLli stiilpzls In sttn rn »* many suriace* as wab thoiis^r nfoessaKv
tc eatatlish thit the oiigiual layirt ve.re prea^nr. il.wi^ upon blading
that, detorntn'irg if there tees aciry vitiation iu yattiL colors frm orL'5

3<irlac« to anotl'.er.

W XouiiiHf cor.Llnued la thr> l.ihrirflf 0-5' tt Wlnisttbur en tliosia. uoctlons of
thr". H-uv"! flnH zDcldiAgs, Cl«<<.rinij lai^e anotigh nrenn frtr cclor matcli-L.if,

laycT-by-'-CycT wna ri=Tiov-<1 to reirsai tUe gaes w1.i.«1i lauaL br rVc ^riRlnai
sutX^^^v :^uaLiaj{t. 'iloter. Ki>r."^ ir.itlr c>n all the p£.lDr J.&7ers fuunO on
eaih s^rr-'ra "•sgintiLng w^.U L.i« p^rnBtat surface cnnf-g J^ee tl-.« entlos^d
cl»,.rL:,.)

n) Natfin« rzoss-act-Cj^a ul pui;L uai(>t> 30 th.'it thf.y c.itiM >.e szirjitwid by
ruClcwLcd light undf.r t1i" f.lirnri «e»' caicxoscoFte, Lo muke ce-taln rhar tAC
bottom iayets dXi ^uLualLy Lhouc uncxi-i'RTad for <'.n1civ nafcliLmj,

Au iidditl3ii£l trip waa -vi^^ ff CHe'sa with jiii;l-s HcCiiiui cj dEsterminc If our
cotciusicns about pa.LaC cyiljr^ ugri:::d -attli hl£ dfitrl ^1r-is, The ad;u3ttt.aul,

rf eolori V/ phyaictl ooeaas to conpansare CuJC tlie ^ulljwing a- llna/^.t^J\ oil
(Ll.B paititlrg raf«d1iinij rl'r. n^r seen aecsaaaiy, ,.ti the cass cf tUe. lIj^iiL greys
o± the wtjJwuir'.t. iu l^jlV; roama Hnvevsr, It t-ns (Jr<'.<<l*rt ro select Fi»i»il-a Bllg^.tXy

less yellao thaa tbose ur.ioveicO.

Ovti <:<.u(;lui>Iuiis ure:

1. The 1ia»e'-iO<irrf ani the chair-iAil vvtn tfxiKinally a rich red-TjrnKn . Sea the

cldiTcd j:rca ca the baaf.'snard ro r>l^ Ipff of the fireplace.

?. The <5oor tc the hall was g^aliiwi. iusiUa aat. out wiL'n a llghttih^ T/sriesaced

graining, prntahly metnt tr h^ m^jho^ny, E»e the area tnccveied ini Lha

liieidi; uC t'au duur.

i. the rest oz the woodaork sta palatfl t 'Ight^ varn jr*")'. ?<' rb? area

•jncDTsreii on the lower pare at the lett Oiftrjiuit aiJc <;ii Lite tii;lintcr

f«V?n frc.Ti tie iiiol<1ins helow the chair-rail tc the rigat of the rig-it

win Jos'.
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Figure C-1 Winterthur Memorandum May 31, 1978; page 2 of 4

Historic Houses of Odessa Archives, Winterthur Museum curatorial files

MASTKK li£I!KCOH

^he orlguiallty tv tli:t ttjai Jl uuh nf »hr Mmri-jjiT c In ^•l^l^<rtJ sad In Kany

attas it l.a» :je^»a sLriypeU at Lte orl^-Inal palrt. Thrrcforr^ n-.ri tonclosior.J

^iirrc tuu2<; en the lavsiing fDUiId on rif d-ior •irr^^ Ch^ hflll fa- its jiJiDS,

».M«i:>i .-irr- conf H rlmrly f,p1 •* cvr-.1 »-! bEV» beet T*-* <=>' f''* rosm originally.

The daor of the clnfirt tc '"rt^ rl!>>r nf i-he fircpln^c Vi.ifl t-jyeriag limiUv
to rtof nf rh.= hall cacr^ wbs-ets rho cne to Che leit dee* T.ot, StturUii a£

t'nfmr,e3 in the root ladicate 'hat t>,c listi; cicset doer was onca rtL-jv^J . :i

Thif ^prcnil floor anJ tUer. r&Curued to cli* »j£ticr tiOrcom iu t,;b iBtLoratloi

cf th« l?30's.

1, x:ie duor to tU* aalL vas srai.i;e«l iueiCe aiiJ tul in a xiaiiax £auhlc!i tc

th« f»rior doer.

Hiji^; Tliis Jytr i-S i-uiq.H! un';a.»»« uiliiual Uyvri-ag survivat un eacn af lt£

aides, uli^ceae tba UaiL-siJ-^a o£ tbe othtt lcoi.6 Uuve Ijvl'ii svri/pcc

of paiat. Tnere are simply traces l«ft to shsw that tli»7 toe WBt!±

gcaLnel,

2. T** T("»t <^f tr? Docdnjork waa painted a li^t E-ey, ccaltr tVa^ rhe peir.t

in ty-f f.iTlriT.
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Figure C-1 Winterthur Memorandum May 31, 1978; page 3 of 4

Historic Houses of Odessa Archives, Winterthur Museum curatorial files
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Figure C-1 Winterthur Memorandum May 31, 1978; page 4 of 4

Historic Houses of Odessa Archives, Winterthur Museum curatorial files
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Figure C-2 Winterthur Memorandum September 11, 1978; page 1 of 4

Historic Houses of Odessa Archives, Winterthur Museum curatorial files

M F H a R A a D n M £r-te!nbdr 11. _?.'-5

i-TST Haracc TotEhklaa

G03J2Lr; Catvclusions Uonisi-nina; tha tol3i-s o£ ZM Otigioil Dtc^lay jSyrs
«o a Bu-.ber 3i ;ba Rcoiiis Lri The CtifliU-S'i;-rp H^mrw

1, PiteL Flui-i. FiL,..L Fa"-l

AIL th» tested spits in Ijji bjll luCi;;aLL:J Ui:i. thr r'Tellla;; be:.cni the

«b<j-r-r<jiL t^d b«an strlpFad, eo tb.it no oTlglnal fflfnt ves fcurj. ctv tha

flrtC Elacr. i;;>.dialttt:cly £}= aesrfh vsi "ii-r vcr; thorcjgU ti«tifu»H ~« had
•aI•,^^.^ t-jinr thnt r'nr V.inT.l sir Ir r.ot be repalftcsd ie this tiiiue eiute it bad

btan rtKSf.orarcd rrf.nnr'y.; Hfii-'fvn-', on th? verticil mac-.b*! igaiiiet Lli=

IsEr vail at the hcHC (\f ''if- ?r*i.r<, nripiTi=il r'"-^t vas tjvuiJ aiid an irai

cl^'aTcri. Zf the likely sssumpclDn is zitii. that tha pir.aliij^ ,*wU pal- ted

cJ-.? SfTf on both fl>or9j tais ccatinj, very di: tereai iic-j Ll;<-' pru^unt nrr

iM-.iit fcr» 9Ario>-9ls considerio. it Is e yel-j«-trcvn jlasa <i«ej. ^ lls>it trci

3. a«9choa:rd ar.'l LtwilT-Jflil

3eth e'a« iltt sf tht bssiboird auc tbs tap of tlie tUcit-iuil wet: palt.ted

a ttfrV hrcur. p'^oehly « llitie ior* etc thin t.ic pr«B<ea; jiiluL. "Viir.

ri^livr tj.«,r fAimrl rn 3ll the base'tsircs a.iJ t.uii^-iaili in al- cf th^ Tooms

txmar.d.. Un both the first iud £>;tti.ul liuj:s,. It "rfi.3 foond to enr-fTrls

the deor Jambs. It tit net spar, tje coora oj: i-':it '1 r'st F1 mr--. nnrr th=

vei'.JLviil aKiiil)«i,$ jL lUa b:;alrcaeB.

An 3iea clearad f»r matcliiaj ca.; je XvuatI tn thj bcDLbcard to the. ' p-.fr n'

ttiB firftplase in the Ftc-it ?arlor.

Jl-im ('oor, ihe tack cE the frott doer h4» an original disjiay paint vetjr

TiE^thV prsser.t outside l^ar; tliat Is, i liijliL w.rm lar..

A:i a^ta cLca^B<i zov matcUiils oaa je Iciuatl iu Llie ]iiui;r rinlrr nf the rooT

.

Rocm Dears. A.11 the toch docrc oi tha f^rrt flonr «ri> believ«d to ha^«e

bwtta BrilmiJ ii.sitla siLd uut .iti a red grainlQS like -xhrR.Tr-/ rvftrp- rh.>

latidu J., itit; I.ail dJtr ut Lhc Obiter '^tdrccHi. Ivldenre for rhfs pnnf.' listen

unr r'ljnm: •.rr rb- hnll-^-frl. (if thr M^-'fcr Brrlrrvj-, the Inslde cf the Isrler

d3f.r .I-;! tVr. Inm'ri- ri'^ rhi' ;i:'-«-'tiji kir-n ^o^'^. 'ihe hall-sid43 ci the doors

ef the Pining ;Cioi_ aoc tha fiediac-i .live been strijjjiwd.

All it^Ki tieacsa. fcr ciatcbitij zca be fouac oc the Inaldc of tie "flr"f>T ducr

^a the .iLJcle lelL tiiiJi-^-
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Figure C-2 Winterthur Memorandum September 11, 1978; page 2 of 4
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Horaca F:f-clA^e£ - " - Ee?t. 11, lOTS

I'hfTf is «-vi«lMi:c in tie i-ooj:* Uiac tic plaecer strfa-^^ oi the vaLls vun:
p.ir.Mi 3ith a iolcijiiiae-tyre jialuL tf uofc £h£d?.s. ir is diJiitult to
tay whBtlidi the to:tuit Id^jiu arc contcapon-y trii rV.» patJl, <ia the Doni.

besiuea thla vaLti-b..(;i-tl pnfni- cr' 1<? aas.'e tsen asslly reaujvixJ. roK=v=-j
iu most inBiaziceti tr.era rrr tnc-i^ 1svi?ts belcH t.^« preseuL -.mhilrf?. ptltc
first of cDlcIiLlr.a ar-.d T «r=r of oil.

'.r ,-rrfyrfi- wfl'. mr-Ir cci clear an acti tc ;;;i» ri^hi u. :hr Irft pilajcer.
=;c-!e. frMift-s<nn ?vi»rr ir the Icvet iiytii, *u .bat s furrhrr 3«srth sboali
be made. Ihfi botcoc lavftr saei.s to be s. L^^I.L roty tsn.

11. i'irsc floci- F^rlor

A. All woS-jflrX «xie?i coor, basaUoarU uivi uhtlr-rtill, v^» pointed £ va_iu gi»/.
iivtdenst was tour.d o:^ a jraat —any teat i^joLi: fhrnughcut ib« rcor..

Tkp irsas cleajad .'oi. jitiLtiiing cazL be foonfl en tSift imw^T lef c ducr j»ml anc
an w.i« qAar;<ar rcur.J ci.i L\\-^ lut-: i.pr'jhr <ih.Ti.-= the £ireplata, Vlisn L-ic

lali.tti area is lightlv Edrn^fw' 'f< -f-fyvi- the sutenacsc skin, a ^iid itlrn n-?

th:: cclcr Is obtElr.ed. flip, f/i'dr 1$ « iBsdium Kar_ 8r«».

R. KacE'^carJ ard rop rf rhr- r-iair rail, 3e5 description ia T-S. <* : Jn rll
rcam3. rht incTdlr?? f.hftVf' rhf h^s^bi^avd a.id l^l:j« Lli< ihair-ra'l; .ire

p.nlrrrH th? aair? tc-lz-v »3 ehe pineiHng of tta lui-iu.

C. Plartcr. 'lev Tr\rrff, hrofli-se ir vas ret? tftcftr.tly palacsC.

HI. >feiatt;r Sedrr.-wi, tlr-it Slcor

>tc:h cf tf;a sma<^Ui'>-V It tbii T^cn is suspetCed ol uj. baing arLg-l-nil rn rV
rt^iTni. Eamplini, thereiore^ vss confiaec tc tjfc liati Jiftr,. tbc door frani- ?m1
rh? Jrig^t closat coor.

A. P4a«Iling

If .!« Sjrtac»s tasted ate liiJlujLl.-i! cif rh- wh^lp, bIL ch« wssdcrDZi except
tilt: '.>i»«lx)iird aod cop of the ch.i1r-ra1", 'if A an original di»pi;y ccaTtr.g
fcansd bv a )ii>js:i3g tcchadcpie; or: th?. vnotl lien ? thin tan tji^iiWl jjainL;

over IL, in 31 ciiTi TBthcr strong Rraen vfiich, in turn, ie wovir^xl sith a
dcrk Tcd-hrncn r#9ineiai ccating.

Area? cleared ior Hatching ta^ be i'ju.'id C4 Ll.t: riglit jamb cf r^^ h/il.l tfonr
nn-rl 3n the inside o£ tK« hal- docu. Tntect*Ll[:2ly rncusb, the ,?reea
ii'-rti'f-piint can be saej on Um iubidE cf the rlgit elcnfr H.-ior. Xhs
pr«sin«i)ti.on can bs llkJL Lhu p2int:;rj did Tiot pnsr rh^ insid* of the cDor,
a subtrrC.iia Lc urva^ with the mcdlfyin? iv>»'<npii« ccating.

B. BaEeboard zni rhr.fr-Pnil

e^^r-. :-E.

a. Plastei

.Hct tested 3t.caxsa it j.ol.2"Lly ic lur ci-tgii.T.
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Figure C-2 Winterthur Memorandum September 11, 1978; page 3 of 4
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BoT9cr Eotrh'rf.3.', - ? - SjpL. 11, nXfi

IV. Dining tocn

A. ATI oriV^vorV f'vhfhi-s •T^ rttlj?ic3l display Jilnt lotivti ay nh-i \in6 nf ploziag
ceshalque fount In :lie Mase»r isdcojin. dsr«, a uaiji l,c:n-grc7 pelrt lf^«i

asaiosc th« vaoi and owtr It i* a tain r^addish sleuiiJ jltzlng. The r«rflilcinj!

Eolor of tlis glazed paint c*n k» seen la twc cleared a-rrr:?:

On ;tie rigjit ji:ib al die left viaJcw.. iml on ttic celllr.^ cr--r-i±z<t zo the
rijht ot tha tirepldce. l^oLii jilai^t^ nzi^ L'lf i a»r> r>l3T Inspire of S(i« fa^t
-ba. LQe is ia the BtrDr.s Iti'it of Cl-a xjfmlrv nr-* fhe cthsr ir. th« cavt aaJ

ut'jLy arLa ;)i cfau Eirc^lscc cor:il::c.

3. p.-nrhrard >in<1 -nfi o' C'wir-iail

3ei I-B-

C. Plssstcr

JJoc tes;e<3 b«i»jj« of the praseTica oi tbe vallffiinpi. Ft»KEVi:r» a p(»-'>^t of
ths p3p«r caa iLtesd hisb cusugn to eae tbat plasLer '-i.-nl nrlglnally b«e-
p£intel, net pipei=J,

.'. ticng P^oo Olue ?a-i«ir) ar, ube EsM^xd Floor

A. PcLa«ll-nc

A SQUil. pi«&« ot t.ie rr6tv;ork Lalju cEit uui'ing nrxTi^^r w3 Teacvsd aad

b;ji,gl;L J,« "Wiu.arlriar. whtra it «3£ espor.cd en tl rr'-zirlrt radiation :ror

30 houxs. TUie was Jo.n; w.Ll.«r Chi jcttom display pfJ ir hit^ h?pn erposec
by tocUaj. Tha ellti-t uC Ltie -;<:rL"^ru wa:i .-?-nmotlc: a ll!?ht, cai'l ^••n
Eclor uab caanyac by zbe bleachln; of rhc. yr1T;»w»i1 linseed oil rr*dian of
th2 p^int t3 El ilghr gT£y-blu£. Th=» W n.^yl' Cttir ij<i'?fc iras used ^j-
3;.Li;biii;j. Tli^ rri'ri- nf r>;r> p.^TiTlllug aeer!.3 CO lit i«tst«tl ctlL/S SB 3/1 (^'

ani 5^ S/2.
'

lil'*^

B. B33*bcBTH snrl Top of C^t.i.r-1jai-

5ee -^. Ag^i'n th2 li.iE:rh.->.irrl f.ni-ir rfn:irclcd th5 door Jaaba, lut the
ungralnad, p^lTited daorR •)- t'v a^rnrrf flfiyr vi^r? spair.ed st c.it L<j.lui,.s

by p contlT.u^tlcn of ihe cark red-btour. j>a»«bcaTJ stiipe.

C

.

flastem

Tae alllga-OtlJg cf die jjuIjL tii LUe plj:;l.!r v:i:l nnt rvplKln-^f . It liay

hiVH iean Qeliberstel-y co'ne ty later p''nrarr,, h^cnj?" It is rot epparetc
In th^ Ic-jeat Ifyer'- Tti^ .^.<^lf^r :»f fh.» lf'»f>st calcimix* paint tliit is

prejcnc la a llRat cosy prey, clcst te I^-M^cell Ualcr Aip 7,5 XK.E/J.

VI. Sca-;.iaiJt B«iTOOo;, S«cond F.aor C ' .' (j ^.

.'v Icrse piece of thn mn'^-fn;; w.i- rcmc.vf^ f-ijm the left side o£ tht tlze-
placc nantla UTii hroiij>)iT -i :;1n"«rr;iiir, ?nr, with tr.? pie.e ot ftiX-oik
frtim ! hif Ix^ng P.nnr, cx^cacl to 5D tiowra of ulcrivisle: ~aiia-icn. _h«
expcBure hsi lltt'f. r^.ffcf:- nn r'-i> r«"f>-. lei^.-iig fs to >^<'lievi thai ti>t

origiral dlapley ' "lysr 's .in-orff^icH hy -fnw*. Ir i! ? Strcaj ^ieygrein
i.h>rb < 1 -.'rT-.r e'o.To cr rhp Vfir^^'l •"rlvr rVH -i > ^ r;v ft.'T - . i — .'
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Figure C-2 Winterthur Memorandum September 1 1 , 1978; page 4 of 4
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T, B«s«>n.ii'd snd Top nf Cft* r- iUi 1

KerK L'lt laLLuu liiydr le ii 'n-'riy n-rnnj yrllnw ochre, wfcich ItfiB b^Lweca
Mlircall Cclcr I»,l-in 10 TR S/5 iwH S/4. ,.:

II >Jnrt'n=f'9P SPiiTiJCi, ta-ond floor

A. ??n*llir;

3» fsei Inck. a i.aTS« Jecticn ot tba o::lElTjt displ.!/ jii'tif ^r, rcn'tiLy sefec.
r.t 1-i on tUw tiWJe.oi: t;i« l«,t clrseti. <lo3x, wa.'r'-e i- If .-(--uni 1y rin-»/' tt
Is a diep rosy taj, i; vas Icu^d t> Les. in itauy otha-r pine-*.'- rf r}ip

woo<h»ork; see, foi; axaaiple, tlie c^tiiiie i.3 l.ie ^igfat af the f r*[>t»r«. Ihere
is r.9 B'.-l^aaca of gLazlu^ Ln LLIe louji.

B. Bv»el«;ii^J azsiS Iff cf Chair-P^all

Thl£ tB llbi; th.it In al' -'if. nr'-ior ri"-i(rri rv/np-v^-t . u^ts it «rtaial'
spatncl Che entire flreplaie vail.

C pi n.' rr r

T>ip pJasrer bij r^r -i«.5r*fl becsL-s* it ptobably is no; oeiginal.

J^CTTF; frw^ SmtrV-'i'flr BPi^TSic-i -=39 not examined bscats- it ha* txar. re'Sejtlj ti^aeiitjraLeJ.
ITawr'.-er, !t Is ?nz!>fn-eA rh^- tt* H.-- s.>1>c »r.^ -i:v3 the tcp Ji this =halr-rsil b€
checked. Th=lr ^jreEeat ealsr nakes cliij ri«c-. se»- dtiferent iJi chcrjcUtr tram
th* other rcoes.

It baj hteo planr.cd, th»x, »licul3 rapaintinj bfe autilio;;iaBC, ^JL^;h«^,•l HcsIId will
eecenfar.y Ernie ttCar.Q tc Kelp cstannir.a tha lr.tei>ra:atl(>u cT ll,u vn-lr.rj5 ^rlTt
colcrs in the u-akiijg ox vcloc swaLuiiit*.

fC; Cb. rlr-; HrmBrT
Ceorac irflly
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(Kestorlr^ loin.- rcons to oi:iB;lual colov)

i-'int Flacr Faria-.:

Celling Li^tchsc to iu lpII; lIuLu. JflasLar in Lhii rujB Ib nut criglnal.

Siae Valla

Tinted off wfrlrp. 7fT ffhafl^n ilarkfr M-sr (\elHTic-.

I'aneli nnl Irim

MatcheJ to origiiuil colcr. Thi* color can b» feuni on lorrav rlgltt sl-le
of p*n»l £»ciag soae'n stdft «f triio. ; cill tbia a lifiht ?tcty colcc.
To reprcdjicft tbia coler 1 usee ac oil base oocdvark =£.te3:i4l. tfith taucJ:
!>; feu£iael -oc a hard zir.ish. Iliis material waa tlatec vitU raw *ivnu*,
lira imbtix and turnt uiabor -- two coacK, This nMterial vas jk-C. wu ail
trln 13C psnela Bt a :ir.:.sb,

OrijiIJial color was found na2± to flreplacB, left uica, on tiaetoard. !r«>

atw iiuisl. wat .iiaili! utL irL £. dark uil tim irxJ iiriw *>. »aLi;rial, tinted vlth
red vtiriullloi:, biirtil Eluima, btirn L lui-'iur at J a ijud nf raw nnibt™, Ftrlshcif
oil vXtli a aaLIu vai-jisK.

Door BrJicring Parlor

ThlE dacr sas faund tc be gTalnad orl^-Jnally. nralrlrg beti h.'^ fniiTK? on
InsiJU; vi liutr, lell paiii;!, tijp siaiLcr. It:c nvtrall culcr Mu u iLtplc
apiieirdiiues vl III a red .ualuj^iuj. ^ralii. Ti> T-Kprmliicii; Ll.;:^ gr,ilni-J Jrtrr
I Head a four-Btep pTxicedurG-

1. 0:t1 Hnnp inrlcrc.ir.t- m;i3 as*'' ns n grooiwl ctv^r, TSil» Timtarlal
vnn Tlrt^'M fr n ypllew tiuff ^•olci;. Two eckcrs of this material
Iran piif (wi.

2, Ooft c«a- o£ ;lac dtrk mapl* stsio T»as ptrt on,

i. Jos &raj.ni.--j, 1 .jtJa a itJ aia.iviiuj. oil aiaiii. A >.j.iL LiriiiL_B
ucof'.i »aa cjt dcofii to ^lae a« a gr'aliiX.tg tov.

,

i, Finish coat 1b fliiL varclB'-i t^^ted with burnt UBistir a^rf fn» ni^na.

yirst riooT WngtPr IRrdrortn

CM Map:

Off ohice. Iltteii with rns t.mh?z nnH rnw sler.Twi.
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Of-' v=Tfre. Ter\ uhiidat Cark^f tUsu ce^llj^, Elastet iu t'.iii rcjai

is acE too tjl''.

?anple z^ Ty-Itz ~ two uLtsp*

1, Z-ac catt-f-- n-tl I«iit;ii uiiJtixoat, {I call this a groijr.d ccAt.) Tlilt

nBteric-l. usn tirted dta Ioid black, tunrL kioiuia a.«l caramB yellov.

with burnt aaier. 'ilie originfll colcr enn Hf. fo:ind an main t-u-^ricir

dour Iriia ij.J also on Inteyioi; righr ticni^e door. Ir.terla- cTns»r

doer -^Uti jjt*>"-J '^'^^i ^^' i'* »i*=a wa» put on 3C pro^eiftire coald

EaafKrttyj a^d ChalT Rail

Enjtte color ns PtrTur,

Boor "7nf<"r''^p: tifwm

Grainec amne m Pirlnr,

S»cOnJ rl.oord>Ith geat Seirootr.

Oif -wtite.

aiUe waU.3

Oft Vliita. 'Jl'inted with rav sisnn* '*rd rfm iimhet.

Wuudvuek

Orlglijil color c*3 bu iauj.i Ltisid* ;lose; claors. Macerl»l csetj fot
this lir-isb via t-il tase undercoat, tlttei litVi bcmc (Ft'i»r. rnw
eieiiut ai*<i cijeooie yelloir (:n}. In a fsv yetts this col^r will tons
do^n clcsar to tha orisioaj..

Kcfflf cfllnr an ^a'-'or aijc HaEtar Eadroaii.

renins

r.ff t-hitp. oil bauc UDtliir w*i puL on first tiKCause ©f a c?.Ter Vase
p5:lat CE3 used befiTTt^. PiniKMiJ ufr cit.i two tea-;*. Uf£ chite

eeilittg paiat.
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PlECtcred Punulb

'he orlglril plasrar pan«L edo h» foinri ri?:nr fl?«1r> of fireplace.

rnlnr wan ^atcnhtl to Aiiti Cljpp's t^*ri.-xcRrift-ts, 1 call thla

finish color ^ii.y / [iLak. TH-tt. material la o latex anrlti i— ajmul

tfnted irlth vu;.luw ochxB. r*t vermilion and raw cTnfcecr.

Gcaf/'blue oil J.-i.Tr> nit [n elitei'. tinisli tLntsd nith J."5Mssloft 'blu^

and. touch cf rcil vrirmflllcn. This utltr also was tiated to Kis?
Ulapp's apvcif-f^atisna, Tnc crl);ii;.il culjr was auAlyzed in Kits
Clapp's laborotoTj-.

Cliair Rail ami I^^iyh'-tari^

3SE.6 color aa in Pfrlcr,

TJTst Tloor Cinin'f 'ivui^

Biiiir Kiitfcrluj i-cct oii c± hall wfi9 p7-.'iirr>/ f.araa aB Parlor ami MjstBr
KftdTcacE daort. Hu paiuti-ig wis Hcni- Ht» rh'p. iiren in L97S. Tlic prlginiil

color can tc iuciiU ta ^eXt wliwov, riRht sl£e of fx'iuiR, rnlur lnukt;

lift.? n vf^Tln-v iitUitj ijltli a- tojtb ot vsjjdpke browr., Punr'-Kjard color same
ns Vf.rXnr.

1} All ceili-»;T^ arj clde wall palnL (ub>« materialj is fi viT,-' larftv

-larcTiQl. TriB finltst; ie -laJa £i3m an oil-laat ietsrin:.

2) Master B*<?ni-oi (&iar eitexiTig roia) ?aiiit vas removs*! fr<yn -irircrfo

side af caiit. "Id lavEra nf osti-L Ua«i Je;ei"lor4tad down t> wooJ
>jcCace. By not ren-.-y.-'-ng^ ntw IIhIeIi would b* imjcaaibla to keep
Ou door.

SnjmlttEl 3v

Emcar T. ycCji-nn, Suj>ervlBcr'-'

Viiite:?trmf ?alrr Shcj>
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TO: H^~9<:e notch'itisj

SUBJECT: liitz T.ayrr f.f?.rnve,]^i. The 3or"3it-£h£^? .icuse

Ir. Bioit ca»es whan :be "viniowt" tl.njjtli Liu: v^riLii.T V>v-r jTufTjc Levels had teen
p-r-t'-'r :_T. jUticut 1939, jevetal iaytiit t.bw. noL jeen dlcting-i-t ".l-fxl , ?c. rh.Tt the
Jirnjnl ruBibtr of Isveri einnce b« c^LJcesl u t.jiot j. ji^La.njlcs. ^3; ImyDTtcnt. ra

irrr wi5 rhfc fh? p/'ir.t co-d:; apT^i-^^ in -:*J':' -'Jid ilio leu.i da il.i'.il inn ^tl^ nrer
repref srtlnj; rhi» <"i-1ii»5r l?v??i thereby faikityiuh Un» cx^anie^cary^ vtluft nf thru

Dr. Jar.iETy 11, lO?"), T mAfie chese aljisDmiati in Ll.w i^LUanglti z>t ETtpo-eii lowr>~

palTie Ij^yers In the xcoaa of Ti-.e •:cvtit;-3b*rp .--jUBe;

r.tt,C Flw:r Farlar

'i939 li-etii" tuva^u t;it; amullEst r^^iciTE^Ic ""'-? iras -lartiallj,' sci-i-H*>«I tij revea"-,

at tas toitcio edit, a Lan I n.n 1 ? i1jiT!-:?r thai. Che tar. chossn Ad i-iti.i.-ji, due to
the iirtsjiiinj ji. llr.seed oil aftrr hrlrc; ^.n^m^ii yr; Inter paint.

ITt^ irtcLajii..i iijiiJe ihe rl^ht c'.nnr^t dniir 'laH s^twd nn intense bl-j.e—ncv temcved--as
oxipir.al. jut thit l.ail liccd a?pli2d duilng the '£<•: r^^nfriririp Jt-nd iras r.^: iuujtr »cb.
A stall ajJsa tji^sv this .&b ti.LCuv;^ lJ l-.t i\ m .hr orfgfTi'-l rfnr'j: f^reea chaz was
frllTiwed by a bL^au-i L,iaa« o.. Ltis rest cf the -jcDt-Jork fn tVt^ rnivi. (The laside of
rhe -laser Kad not lita ila>i«d uii^ini-ly. > The SKpcEci hrown-nwr-yrpcn nriprjifll

aieai :iav« been i-«?ainteJ, liiiuc Uj^iv vjrz Icmitcl ir. prorinent t^^aa* ryr -ii- d-l<^r

^•ft"- Jiniofi tjca
' Itti-ips ch-^auil: rjt |,alu; la^iirti s.:;i •. iiti:.i!.ii rcK rm -h- (tis'-o T-ff-ic verctitl f-ime

i>. lait vladotE. Thlr lacar.-rtn K-.rf rn Sr i-trgrn 9-nrn 1- {3 rn« of the fe-j

£.v-.;c3£ltlc areola vhcre til rr the nlH p£f ir 'ny*"* rp-<(>(T. Hrixr nf the rc^m has

ThE 2!ilHtl:ig TP.cCHTigl*' m thft np-ir 5fH* .>' rh<» ftrt^^r't-c '"RC" *h^ K'^': h1n--c-»cfi

i;<iTiir in r'lc 'S-lgfri'il" r€<-t«iTiple. ta ^rre» tel:'^' this 'jfs unroverert firoS r.3«- has a

n'-iallar hliir-prf'.-n aftr-^-^''-"'''' fT'"'' 'a "'"''" n.-.e-^-'.ir.-- -iTirn 1 r hns '-(^.^n hJorVr' li»

expaiure no ii' CravirliT HpVt. "'•! 1 ^tic-si wai ^.<'pp=<»ny f-partanC In n'lin rcnr

n'^n' l-Vip (lark-nins •.nl yr1lryw-T£ nF l--.9?r.1 -ill :.^nri;r ^ lV r pJ : V.iir nj ;
' j^i) "Irrntl;.

A pf.-'r.'" if T'^p r->r:>L?e «»£ vacovered «ni blearhef" in this way ''"- the rc?in has tee-

r«iwiiil«ti C3 match that blue. A. crtam tolortd pit_i.L i= Alav vi»ili« iu U.w rauiLLbsl.

ractaofile »tk. veoieeaiits -he jrijiuic, l»y*i" b9=pi;« tht blj.e vas epplled.
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ysrn

F^e i

Jaoiisiiy ij, _>!»

S.iipvi; L'.:r«.vjgh the paint l::v.>rT h.iv< >veen sxpcsiJ t* tlr.« l«tt ol Liu- ffreplflTe.

Li. a Ljuui-cr icst to the ul travlpli*!- hle.i-hing loae tu i^^vaiiL LI^ bliif: in rhe
.•Li-Qcs btJij^jiii, Lni: grrrn n-? rhl 3 roam did r.oc 5h<rw a notltedUlj JiLIirendi' ?ft-rr

iA|j(;i>t.r6 10 ultxavlcl.-.t, uA-e.r rhp 9(.'>itrn?-li:a sf soma ye.lcw I-uui ^rrrT- ciea ast

ae::Q-iid j .

^o^Ji CL>zLhj»eEt EicrrtMii

The axliiLi.ii; tiivL^iaglc had as tUe "r,r\finx':" rclor a pale iie«.ii Uiit:. vas tf> faft- -be
5<ioad fiL.il: a^^(Jl i hI fn fl-i- ro-rci. PBrt o( th» sma;,! reita^Ie viu tcrapcc nin r^vft^^

the d««F c«ii taat Ik i;tl<;iriijl , h.- ?mne rati tnac can b* seen ca thj iiLciJU; cf thE
left cLutwU U<jjc.

llU:..iBC

CC: Aiin= Cltp?

George EelLly
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Table D-1 Parlor Sample Locations

^ ^ o

Sky

s£ ?=

3-g

01 "5j

I

§= ar= :^-=

eS eSt§:I-

ffl

t7£

rsrsr. r-;j:^sCvC£3C
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Table D-2 First-floor, northwest chamber Sample Locations





APPENDIX D

Table D-3 Drawing room Sample Locations

^'^^ «&

» 2

•£'C I

IS-

If)

£ ?^

ti

cabCabCo[U t?*-

= 1

i€,g

S^ ib

3 c

s ^

f I
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Table D-4 Second-floor, southeast chamber Sample Locations

r-r- 30 Z.Xl

olifi

^^^ — 5 C a Bj)

^ Si io

o io if

Si

M .^ W)

&^^-
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APPENDIX E

Table E-1 Stratigraphy: parlor, woodwork

Photomicrograph Figures F-2, F-5, and F-6

^i

|3

s -

^ o g ^ s
J

" 5 O

I

° -5
^1

u «3 P ^ p "^

s; !^ 5 ^ s §

;£ s i

S ;

^ife Ei
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Table E-2 Stratigraphy: parlor, baseboard

Photomicrograph Figures F-7, F-8, and F-9

<>r ^ S

ex ^ u ^ fc

s t: i- S

i-iS.i-^^

* S S ^ 5
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Table E-3 Stratigraphy: parlor, plaster wall

Photomicrograph Figures F-10 and F-1

1





APPENDIX E

Table E-4 Stratigraphy: parlor, door to hall

Photomicrograph Figures F-12, F-13 and F-14

5 I

£ I ^ £

O 5

" i- c

S 8 I ^c E

I 1^
^ i 1 1

"

i s g i g

e ' ^1 S I § I
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Table E-5 Stratigraphy: first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

Photomicrograph Figures F-15, F-16 and F-17
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Table E-6 Stratigraphy: first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

Photomicrograph Figures F-18, F-19 and F-20
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Table E-7 Stratigraphy: first-floor northwest chamber, door to hall

Photomicrograph Figures F-2 1 and F-22

I -3

feg

2 g

:

1:)?

5^
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Table E-8 Stratigraphy: first-floor northwest chamber, restoration woodwork

Photomicrograph Figures F-23, F-25 and F-26
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Table E-9 Stratigraphy: drawing room, woodwork
Photomicrograph Figures F-28 and F-29

^J\

5 ,
5 i

*^"

^l

a

Bt
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Table E-10 Stratigraphy: drawing room, wainscot

Photomicrograph Figures F-30, F-31, F-32, F-33 and F-34
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Table E-11 Stratigraphy: drawing room, baseboard

Photomicrograph Figures F-35 and F-36

5^

= -§1
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Table E-12 Stratigraphy: drawing room, plaster fields

Photomicrograph Figures F-37, F-38, F-39, F-40 and F-4I
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Table E-13 Stratigraphy: second-floor southeast chamber, woodwork

Photomicrograph Figures F-44 and F-46
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Table E-14 Stratigraphy; second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

Photomicrograph Figures F-48, F-49, F-50, F-51 and F-52
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Table E-15 Stratigraphy: second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

Photomicrograph Figures F-53 and F-54

Comments

probably

limewash





APPENDIX F

Figure F-la. Sample 64 parlor, surbase

reflected visible light

Figure F-lb. Sample 64 parlor, surbase

ultraviolet light

125X magnification

^B^^ stone color finish coat
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Figure F-2a. Sample 2 parlor, panel

reflected visible light

Figure F-2b. Sample 2 parlor, panel

ultraviolet light

[25X magnification

125X magnification
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Figure F-2c. Sample 2

DCF
parlor, panel

ultraviolet liyht 125X magnification
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Figure F-2d. Sample 2 parlor, panel

reflected visible lisht

Figure F-2e. Sample 2 parlor, panel

ultraviolet light

250X magnification

250X magnification
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Figure F-3a. Sample 4 parlor, mantel

reflected visible light

Figure F-3b. Sample 4 parlor, mantel

ultraviolet li^ht

125X magnification

125X magnification
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Figure F-3c. Sample 4

FITC
parlor, mantel

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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Figure F-4a. Sample 4 parlor, mantel

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-4b. Sample 4 parlor, mantel

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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Figure F-4c. Sample 4

TTC
parlor, mantel

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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Figure F-5a. Sample 18 parlor, door pediment

reflected visible light

Figure F-5b. Sample 18 parlor, door pediment

ultraviolet light

SOX magnification

SOX magnification
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Figure F-6a. Sample 61 parlor, overmantel

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-6b. Sample 61 parlor, overmantel

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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Figure F-7a. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

reflected visible light

Figure F-7b. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

ultraviolet lioht

125X magnification

first-generation, dark

brown top coat ,
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Figure F-7c. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

DCF ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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Figure F-8a. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

reflected visible light

Figure F-8b. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

ultraviolet light

1 25X magnification

125X magnification
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Figure F-9a. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-9b. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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Figure F-lOa. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

reflected visible light SOX magnification

remnants of limewash

applied as a temporary finish

plaster finish coat

Figure F-lOb. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

ultraviolet light SOX magnification

remnants of limewash

applied as a temporary finish
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Figure F-lOc. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

TTC ultraviolet light

Figure F-lOd. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

ultraviolet light

50X magnification

125X magnification
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Figure F-Ua. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

reflected visible light 125X magnification
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Figure F-llc. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

TTC ultraviolet light

Figure F-lld. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

TSQ ultraviolet light

125X magnification

125X magnification

bluish, positive reaction

for the presence of zinc -

^
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Figure F-12a. Sample 102 parlor, door

reflected visible light

Figure F-12b. Sample 102 parlor, door

ultraviolet light

white autofluorescence

of resinous

finish coat—

white primer

125X magnification

125X magnification
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Figure F-12c. Sample 102 parlor, door

DCF ultraviolet light 125X magnification

positive, yellowish reaction for the

presence of unsaturated Upids (oils)
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Figure F-13a. Sample 84 parlor, door

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-13b. Sample 84 parlor, door

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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Figure F-14a. Sample 20 parlor, door

ultraviolet light

Figure F-14b. Sample 20 parlor, door

ultraviolet light

125X magnification

125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-15a. Sample 66 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-15b. Sample 66 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

raking visible light 125X magnification

wood substrate
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-15c. Sample 66 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-15d. Sample 66 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

ultraviolet light 250X magnification

lack of aulofluorescence of green glaze finish

coat is characteristic of copper resinate glazes

-pale orange autofluorescence

of shellac sealant
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-15e. Sample 66 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

DCF ultraviolet light 250X magnification

positive, yellowish reaction for the

presence of unsaturated lipids (oils)
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-16a. Sample 67 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-16b. Sample 67 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-17a. Sample 24 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-17b. Sample 24 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-18a. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-18b. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-18c. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

FITC ultraviolet light 125X magnification

Figure F-18d. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

RHOB ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-19a. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-19b. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-19c. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

FITC ultraviolet light 125X magnification

Figure F-19d. Sample 25 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

RHOB ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-20a. Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-20b. Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-20c. Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

DCF ultraviolet light 125X magnification

Figure F-20d Sample

FITC
first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

ultraviolet light 125X magnificafion
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-21a. Sample 87 first-floor northwest chamber, door

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-21b. Sample 87 first-floor northwest chamber, door

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-22a. Sample 87 first-floor northwest chamber, door

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-22b. Sample 87 first-floor northwest chamber, door

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-23a. Sample 68 first-floor northwest chamber, surbase

reflected visible light 250X magnification

first-generation greenish gray paint:

restoration-era woodwork from

previously used wood

wood substrate

Figure F-23b. Sample 68 first-floor northwest chamber, surbase

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-24a. Sample 69 first-floor northwest chamber, window panel

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-24b. Sample 69 first-floor northwest chamber, window panel

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-25a. Sample 70 first-floor northwest chamber, surbase

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-26a. Sample 30 first-floor northwest chamber, surbase

reflected visble Hght 250X magnification

Figure F-26b. Sample 30 first-floor northwest chamber, surbase

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-27a. Sample 47 drawing room, overmantel

reflected visble light 125X magnification

Figure F-27b. Sample 47 drawing room, overmantel

ultraviolet light 125X magnification

pale orange autofl\jorescence

of shellac sealant

u ood substrate
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-27c. Sample 47

DCF
drawing room, overmantel

ultraviolet light 25X magnification

'positive, yelmvish reaction for the

presence of unsaturated lipids (oils)
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-27d. Sample 47 drawing room, overmantel

reflected visible light 250X magnification

slone color finish coat

white primer

L
Figure F-27e. Sample 47 drawing room, overmantel

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-28a. Sample 38 drawing room, surbase

reflected visible light

Figure F-28b. Sample 38 drawing room, surbase

reflected visible light

125X magnification

125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-29a. Sample 41 drawing room, baseboard

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-29b. Sample 4

1

drawing room, baseboard

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-30a. Sample 39 drawing room, wainscot

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-30b. Sample 39 drawing room, wainscot

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-31a. Sample 77 drawing room, wainscot

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-31b. Sample 77 drawing room, wainscot

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-32a. Sample 77 drawing room, wainscot

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-32b. Sample 77 drawing room, wainscot

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-33a. Sample 77 drawing room, wainscot

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-33b

P

Sample 77 drawing room, wainscot

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-34a. Sample 78 drawing room, wainscot

reflected visible light

Figure F-34b. Sample 78 drawing room, wainscot

ultraviolet light

125X magnification

125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-35a. Sample 76 drawing room, baseboard

reflected visible light 125X magnification

first-generation, dark

brown top coat

white primer

.

Figure F-35b. Sample 76 drawing room, wainscot

ultraviolet light 125X magnification

white autofluorescence

of resinous finish coat

pale orange autofluorescence

of shellac sealant

wood substrate
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-36a. Sample 76 drawing room, baseboard

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-36b. Sample 76 drawing room, baseboard

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-37a. Sample 91 drawing room, plaster field

reflected visible light SOX magnification





APPENDIX F

Figure F-37c. Sample 91 drawing room, plaster field

TTC ultraviolet light SOX magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-38a. Sample 91 drawing room, plaster field

reflected visible light 50X magnification

Figure F-38b. Sample 91 drawing room, plaster field

ultraviolet light SOX magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-39a. Sample 73 drawing room, plaster field

reflected visible light SOX magnification

Figure F-39b. Sample 73 drawing room, plaster field

ultraviolet light SOX magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-40a. Sample 32 drawing room, plaster field

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-40b. Sample 32 drawing room, plaster field

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-41a. Sample 53 drawing room, door

reflected visible light

Figure F-41b. Sample 53 drawing room, door

ultraviolet light

125X magnification

125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-42a. Sample 81 second-floor southeast chamber, paneling

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-42b.

white primer-

J
Sample 81 second-floor southeast chamber, paneling

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-43a. Sample 90 second-floor southeast chamber, door

reflected visible light 125X magnification

4
stone color finish coat

white primer

w cod substrate

Figure F-43b. Sample 90 second-floor southeast chamber, door

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-43c. Sample 90 second-floor southeast chamber, door

DCF ultraviolet light 125X magnification

faint positive, pink reaction for the

presence of saturated lipids (oils)

positive, ydtowish reaction for the

presence of unsaturated hpids (oils)
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-44a. Sample 56 second-floor southeast chamber, surbase

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-44b. Sample 56 second-floor southeast chamber, surbase

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-45a. Sample 60 second-floor southeast chamber, panel

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-45b. Sample 60 second-floor southeast chamber, panel

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-45c. Sample 60 second-floor southeast chamber, panel

DCF ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-46a. Sample 97 second-floor southeast chamber, crown molding

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-46b. Sample 97 second-floor southeast chamber, crown molding

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-47a. Sample 82 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

reflected visible light 1 25X magnification

Figure F-47b. Sample 82 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

ultraviolet light 125X magnification

possible iron oxide red pigment

within primer layer

M
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-48a. Sample 55 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

reflected visible light 250X magnification

Figure F-48b. Sample 55 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

ultraviolet light 250X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-49a. Sample 55 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

reflected visible light 125X magnification

• white primer

Figure F-49b. Sample 55 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

ultraviolet light 125X magnification

white autofluorescence

of resinous finish coat
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-50a. Sample 80 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-50b. Sample 80 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-51a. Sample 80 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-51b. Sample 80 second-floor southeast chamber, baseboard

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-52a. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

reflected visible light SOX magnification

Figure F-52b. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

ultraviolet light SOX magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-52c. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

reflected visible light 125X magnification

Figure F-52d. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-52e. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

TTC ultraviolet light 125X magnification

Figure F-52f. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

TSQ ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX F

Figure F-53a. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

reflected visible light 125X magnification
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Figure F-53b. Sample 104 second-floor southeast chamber, plaster wall

ultraviolet light 125X magnification
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APPENDIX G

Figure G-la. Sample 88 dispersed pigment sample for PLM
transmitted visible light, 500X magnification

white particles—

^

...^s

Figure G-lb.

%
. irregular-shaped

.green particles

^

Sample 88 dispersed pigment sample for PLM.

crossed polars, 500X magnification
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APPENDIX G

Figure G-lc. Sample 88 dispersed pigment sample for PLM.
ultraviolet light, 500X magnification
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-la. Sample 9

FTIR spectrum

parlor, surbase

first generation paint

5-1
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-lb. Sample 9

FTIR spectmm

parlor, surbase

fifth generation paint





APPENDIX H

Figure H-2a. Sample 85

FTIR spectrum

parlor, baseboard

first generation paint

soueqjosqv aoueqjosqv
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-2b. Sample 85 parlor, baseboard

FTIR spectrum first generation paint

soueqiosqv aouecposqv soueqjosqy
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-3a. Sample 100

FTIR spectrum

parlor, plaster wall

plaster substrate
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-3b. Sample 100

FTIR spectrum

parlor, plaster wall

plaster surface
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-3c. Sample 100

FTIR spectrum

parlor, plaster wall

first generation paint
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-4 Sample 17

FTIR spectrum

parlor, door pediment

fifth generation paint
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-5 Sample 19

FTIR spectmm

parlor, door architrave

eleventh generation paint
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-6a. Sample 24 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

FTIR spectrum first-generation green finish
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-6b. Sample 24 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

FTIR spectrum first-generation green finish
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-7a. Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

FTIR spectrum first-generation green finish

aoueqjosqv aoueqjosqv aoueqjosqv
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-7b. Sample 88

FTIR spectrum

first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

first-generation green finish
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-8 Sample 89

_FT1R spectrum

drawing room, door architrave

first generation paint

aoueqjosqv
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-9a. Sample 91

FTIR spectrum

drawing room, plaster field

first generation paint
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-9b. Sample 91 drawing room, plaster field

FTIR spectrum plaster surface
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-9c. Sample 91

FTIR spectrum

drawing room, plaster field

plaster sealant
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-10 Sample 90 second-floor southeast chamber, door

FTIR spectrum first generation paint
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-lla. Sample 56

FTlR^spectmm

second-floor southeast chamber, surbase

second generation pai nt

0)1
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APPENDIX H

Figure H-llb. Sample 56

FTIR spectrum

second-floor southeast chamber, surbase

second generation paint
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-la. Sample 61 parlor, overmantel

cross-section photomicrograph reflected visible light 125X

Figure I-lb. Sample 61 parlor, overmantel

SEM backscatter electron image 1 74X magnification

:174 kV:20 WD:20 TO pm
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-lc. Sample 61 parlor, overmantel

SEM-EDS elemental mapping 174X magnification

red = lead

green = zinc

blue = barium / titanium

pink = calcium
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-ld.

5879

Sample 61 parlor, overmantel

SEM-EDS elemental spot analysis, fifth generation paint

0.000

2:04:40 PM 5/20/2003 20KV 25 Degree Live Time: 41 0.1 2 Seconds

Figure I-le. Sample 61 parlor, overmantel

SEM-EDS elemental spot analysis, eleventh generation paint

7115

n ^~[
I I I I I I I I I r I I I I I I r

0.000 keV 20.480

1:58:16 PM 5/20/2003 20I<V 25 Degree Live Time: 281.18 Seconds
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-2a. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

cross-section photomicrograph reflected visible light 125X

Figure I-2b. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

SEM backscatter electron image 243X magnification

Mag:243 kV:20 WD:20 10 pm
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-2c. Sample 13 parlor, baseboard

SEM-EDS elemental spot analysis, first generation paint

1232

0.000

11:35:09 AM 5/8/2003

T r-^ 1 1
1 T"—I

1 1 1 r

keV 20.480

20I<V 25 Degree Live Time: 50.52 Seconds
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-3a. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

cross-section photomicrograph reflected visible light 125X

Figure I-3b. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

SEM backscatter electron image 93X magnification
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-3c. Sample 100 parlor, plaster wall

SEM-EDS elemental spot analysis, first generation paint

1252

Ca
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r

0.000
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-4a. Sample 24 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

cross-section photomicrograph reflected visible light 125X

Figure l-4b. Sample 24 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

SEM backscatter electron image 56X magnification

100 Mm
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-4c. Sample 24 first-floor northwest chamber, closet door

SEM-EDS elemental spot analysis, first generation paint

352

0.000

4:06:14 PM 3/12/2003

keV 20480

20kV 25 Degree Live Time: 40.84 Seconds
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-5a. Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

cross-section photomicrograph reflected visible light 125X

Figure I-5b. Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

SEM backscatter electron image 56X magnificafion
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-5c. Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

SEM backscatter electron image 246X magnification

Figure I-5d, Sample 88 first-floor northwest chamber, door architrave

SEM-EDS elemental mapping 246X magnificafion

red = lead

green = copper
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APPENDIX I

Figure I-6a. Sample 91 drawing room, plaster field

cross-section photomicrograph reflected visbile light 125X

Figure I-6b. Sample 91 drawing room, plaster field

SEM backscatter electron image 75X magnification

75 kV:20 WD:20 100 Mm
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APPENDIX J

Figure J-1 Samples 13, 17 and 63

GC chromatogram

File : C:\HPCHEM\l\DATA\-YROLDuK.D
Operator : jhc/ng
Acquired : 18 Jan 2002 16:05 using AcqMethod RTLMPRPX
InsLrurnent : HP6890/59
Sample Name: 1 year old llinseed KethPrep
Misc Info :

Vial Number: 1

nxmdanee

I

3.2O+07

"TlU: 1YKOLULN.U
TIC:0SH13DO
TiC:CSH1T.DM

SfiififiJc

63
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APPENDIX J

Figure J-2 Sample 88 first-generation, green finish

GC chromatogram

1- 3
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